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Abstract 
L. Fortnow, W. Gasarch, S. Jain, E. Kinber, M. Kummer, S. Kurtz, M. Pleszkovich, T. Slaman, 
R. Solovay and F. Stephan, Extremes in the degrees of inferability, Annals of Pure and Applied 
Logic 66 (1994) 23 l-276. 
Most theories of learning consider inferring a function f from either (1) observations about for, 
(2) questions about f: We consider a scenario whereby the learner observes f and asks queries to 
some set A. If I is a notion of learning then I[A] is the set of concept classes I-learnable by an 
inductive inference machine with oracle A. A and B are I-equivalent if I [A] = I[ B]. The equivalence 
classes induced are the degrees of inferability. We prove several results about when these degrees are 
trivial, and when the degrees are omniscient (i.e., the set of recursive function is learnable). 
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1. Introduction 
Most theories of learning (e.g., [lo, 241) have dealt with learning a function f by 
observing the behavior off: This roughly models learning from data. In the last few 
years theories have been developed that allow the learner to ask questions about the 
function (e.g., [2, 121). This roughly models learning from a helpful teacher. 
In this paper we consider the scenario where the learner can ask a fellow student 
questions. Note that the other student does not know anything more about the 
functionf than the learner; however, she might still be helpful. Less whimsically, we 
wish to investigate how information, not necessarily related to the function being 
learned, may still help in the learning of that function. 
We will consider several recursion-theoretic models of learning. In these models the 
learner, while trying to infer a recursive function f; is able to both observe increasing 
portions of the graph off and query an oracle A. The power of the learner, measured 
as its ability to learn collections of functions, depends on both the learning model and 
the oracle A. 
In this paper we examine extremes: Which oracles add no power to the learner? 
Which oracles allow the learner to infer the set of all recursive functions? Kummer and 
Stephan [lS] have investigated structural issues. For several models they show 
exactly when oracle A is weaker (in terms of learning sets of recursive functions) than 
oracle B. 
Some of the results in this paper were announced in [l l] and [S]. 
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2. Definitions and notation 
2.1. Standard definitions 
Notation 2.1. We denote the natural numbers by N = (0, 1,2, . . .}. We denote 
subsets of N by capital letters (usually A or B) and elements of N by small letters 
(usually n, m). 
Notation 2.2. Throughout this paper M,, M1, . . is a standard list of all Turing 
machines Ma MI’ 3 > ,... is a standard list of all oracle Turing machines, (p,,, ql, . . . is 
the acceptable programming system, obtained by letting (Pi be the partial recursive 
function computed by M,. The domain of (Pi is denoted W,. 
Notation 2.3. Let M,,, be the machine that, on input x, runs M,(x) for s steps, outputs 
M,(x) if the computation has halted within s steps, and diverges otherwise. Let cp,,, be 
the partial function computed by M,,,. Let W,,, = (0, . . , s} n dom(rp,,,). Let 
QO, G1, . . be the Blum complexity measure defined by the number of steps the 
Turing machine takes. (Using Turing machine steps as a measure of complexity is not 
crucial. We could have used any acceptable programming system and any Blum 
measure. We use Turing machines and runtimes so we can speak of “running 
a machine for s steps”.) 
Our definition of high and low differ slightly from that in [22], so we state our 
definition. 
Notation 2.4. A’ is the halting problem relative to A, that is, (e : M$(e) halts}. A is high 
if 0” GTA’. A is high2 if 0”’ dTA”. A is low if A’ dTK. 
Notation 2.5. Let 6, T be strings over an alphabet C. 10) denotes the length of 0. 0 =$ z 
means that CJ is a prefix of 7’. We think of CJ as being a map from (0, 1, . . . ,I CT[ - 1) to 
C. If a E N then we use oaw to denote the total function whose characteristic string has 
initial segment CJ and then consists of all a’s, 
Notation 2.6. Let r~ E {0, l}* and M” be an oracle Turing machine. M” is the Turing 
machine that attempts to simulate M0 by answering questions as though 0 were an 
initial segment of the oracle. If ever a query is made that is bigger than JcJ - 1, then 
the computation diverges. Any divergent computation that results from running 
M”(x) is denoted by M"(x)T . 
Notation 2.7. A lx denotes A n (0, 1, . . . , x}. If A is r.e. then A, denote the first 
s elements in some fixed recursive enumeration. 
Notation 2.8. (3”~) means “for an infinite number of x”. (V”x) means “for all but 
a finite number of x”; equivalently, “for almost all x”. 
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Notation 2.9. If f and g are two functions then f =* g means that 
(Vmx)[f(x) = g(x)]. If a is a constant then Jx[a] denotes the constant function that 
always outputs a. The expression f=*nx[a] means that (V”x)[f(x) = a]. 
Remaining recursion-theoretic notation is from [22]. 
2.2. DeJinitions from inductive inference 
We consider the learnability of collections of recursive functions. We are especially 
interested in situations that render the entire collection of recursive functions learn- 
able by a single machine. 
Notation 2.10. We denote the set of all recursive functions by REC. 
The following definitions are from [6]. 
Definition 2.11. An inductive inference machine (IIM) M is a total Turing machine. We 
interpret M to be trying to learn a recursive function f by viewing M as taking as 
input the values f(O), f(l), . . . (one value at a time) and producing output (from time 
to time) in the form of a program intended to compute f: If almost all the programs are 
the same, and compute f, then we say that M EX-identijes f: If almost all the 
programs compute L but are not necessarily the same, then M BC-identifies f: 
Formally, M computes a total function from N * (finite sequences of natural numbers) 
to f’V. The input is an initial segment of the function to be inferred, and the output is 
the current guess as to the index of that function. The indices output by IIMs are 
relative to the acceptable programming system { ~j}im=~ specified in Notation 2.2. 
Convention 2.12. If the output of an IIM is 0 then we interpret this as meaning “no 
guess at this time”. Formally an IIM M takes as input elements of the form 
(01,. . . 3 0”) or (f(O), . . . ,f(n)), but we denote M(( ol, . . . , a,)) by 
M(o,, . . , ~,A, and M(<f(Q . . . ,f(n)>) by MU(O), . . J(n)). 
Definition 2.13. Let S G REC. Then SE EX (BC) if there exists an IIM M such that for 
all fe S, M EX-identifies f (BC-identifies f). 
Note 2.14. If we did not require IIMs to be total, then the class EX would not change. 
If M is a (not necessarily total) Turing machine that we want to use as an IIM then we 
define M’ to simulate M as follows. To compute M’(f(O), . . . ,f(n)) find the largest 
i < n (if it exists) such that M(f(O), . . . ,f(i)) halts within n2 steps, and output the 
answer produced; if no such i exists then output 0. Clearly M’ EX-identifies all the 
functions that M did. These remarks also apply to BC. (The choice of time bound is 
not important.) 
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Example 2.15. Let S1 = {f : (P~(ITJ =f} and S2 = {f:f=* lx[O]}. Note that S1 EEX 
and S2 E EX. Techniques of the Blums [3], or Case and Smith [6], can be used to show 
that S1 u S2 $ EX. Hence, REC $ EX. 
We consider using (categorical) oracle Turing machines instead of (total) Turing 
machines. 
Definition 2.16. An oracle Turing machine M0 is categorically total if, for every X, 
MX is total. Note that if M0 is categorical then, given e and x, one can test if M”(x) 7 
recursively. 
Definition 2.17. An oracle inductive inference machine (OIIM) M0 is a categorically 
total Turing machine. We interpret MA to be trying to learn a recursive function 
f similar to our interpretation of an IIM M trying to learn a recursive function f: We 
define MA EX[A]-identifies f (BC[A]-identi$es f) similar to our definition of 
M EX-identifies f (K-identifies f). 
Definition 2.18. Let S be a set of recursive functions. SE EX[A] (BC[A]) is defined 
similar to S E EX (BC). 
Note 2.19. If we did not require OIIMS to be categorically total, then the classes 
EX[A] would not change. If M0 is a (not necessarily categorical) Turing machine 
that we want to use as an OIIM then we define M’A to simulate MA as follows. To 
compute M’A(f(0), . . . ,f(n)), find the largest i < n (if it exists) such that 
M?f(O), . . . ,f(i)) halts within n2 steps, and output the answer produced; if no such 
i exists then output 0. Clearly MIA EX[A]-identifies all the functions that MA did. 
These remarks also apply to BC[A]. (The choice of time bound is not important.) 
Note that in the definition of EX [A] (and the other classes) we are inferring indices 
for recursive functions, not indices for recursive-in-A functions. 
Example 2.20. REC E EX[K] via the following well-known inference procedure 
(introduced in [lo]). Upon seeing initial segment 0, output the least e such that for 
every x ~dom(a)[q,(x) 1 = o(x)]. Note that even after the correct index is found 
infinitely many queries to K are made to keep verifying that the index is correct. 
Note 2.21. Using RECEEXCK] we can give an easy proof of a theorem of 
Harrington. Define BC * as follows: SE BC* if there exists an IIM M such that, for all 
fc S, when f is fed into M almost all the programs output compute functions that are 
equal to f almost everywhere. Harrington showed (see [6]) that RECEBC*. We give 
an alternate proof. Let M0 be the OIIM such that MK infers REC. Let N be the IIM 
that operates as follows: (Pi = cp MK+)(s). It is easy to show that N BC*-infers 
REC. 
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Example 2.22. Let 
S = (f:f(O)eA’ A ‘pS,i) =f} u {f:f(O)f$A’ Af=*nx[o]~. 
Note that SE. EX[A] by using an A-approximation to A’, which exists by the Limit 
Lemma (see [22, p. 571). 
Definition 2.23. Let S be a set of recursive functions. SE EX[A*] if there exists an 
OIIM M0 such that (1) S is EX [ Al-identified by M *, and (2) for every fe S, during 
the inference off by MA, only finitely many queries to A are made. BC [ A*] is defined 
similarly. 
Example 2.24. Note that RECEEX[ TOT*] by asking if a machine is tota before 
considering it. Also note that the proof of RECE EX [K] uses an OIIM MK that 
makes infinitely many queries to K; we later show (Theorem 5.7) that 
REC4_ EX[K*]. 
Definition 2.25. Let S be a set of recursive functions. SE EX [ A [ml] if there exists an 
OIIM M0 such that (1) S is EX[A]-identified by MA, and (2) for every fe S, during 
the inference off by MA, at most m queries to A are made. BC[A[m]] is defined 
similarly. 
Example 2.26. Let 
T1 = {f: (3i d 63)[(f(O), . ,.f(i)~A) A (f(i + l), . . ,f(63)#A) 
A ((PfCi) =f)} 
It is easy to see that T, E EX[A [64]]. Using binary search one can obtain 
T1 E EX [ A [6]]. (Actually Tl E EX.) 
Let 
T2 = {f:(~i)C(f(O)~f(lX . . . ,f(i)~A) A (f(i + I)#4 A ((Pfci, =.f)}. 
It is easy to see that T2 E EX[A*]. 
Let 
G = (f:f(o)~A A cpfcl, =f> u (f:f(O)$A ~.f=*~xCol). 
It is easy to see that T3~EX[A[1]]. 
Definition 2.27. A < i B if EX [A] G EX [B] (the ‘i’ stands for ‘inference’). A -i B if 
EX[ A] = EX[ B]. An EX-degree is an equivalence class under _ i. A <T B if 
EX[A*] G EX[B*]. A =TB if EX[A*] = EX[B*]. An EX*-degree is an equiva- 
lence class under ET. The BC-degrees and BC*-degrees are defined similarly. 
,More generally, these definitions would make sense for any of the classes usually 
studied in inductive inference. These degree structures are spoken of informally as the 
degree of inferability. 
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Definition 2.28. An EX-degree is trivial if for every A in that degree, EX[A] = EX. 
An EX-degree is omniscient if for every A in that degree RECeEX[A]. The notions 
trivial and omniscient can be defined for other types of degrees of inferability. 
Notation 2.29. Let GE N *, A G N, fbe a function, and MO be an OIIM. 0 =$fmeans 
that 0 is an initial segment of $ MA(o) is a guess for an index forf’; note that MA(o) 
does not have access to f( 101). We will often try to diagonalize by looking at 
‘phPC~,(l~l). 
We will need the notion of team inference while investigating EX and BC degrees of 
inferability. We will study degrees of inferability relative to team inference itself in 
Section 6.1. 
Definition 2.30. Let a, b be such that 1 < a < b. A set of recursive functions S is in 
[a, h]EX (concept from [21], notation from [20]) if there exist b IIMs 
M,,M,, ,M, such that, for every YES, there exist ii, . . , i,, 
1~i~<~~~<i,~b,suchthatM,,,...,Mi~allEX-infer~Ifa=1theninthe 
literature this is referred to as inferring S by a team of h IIMs. [a, b] BC is defined 
similarly. 
Convention 2.31. In this paper when the notation [a, b] EX is used it is assumed that 
l<adb. 
We will need the following construct. 
Definition 2.32. If I is a finite set of indices for Turing machines then the partial 
recursive function AM(I) is computed as follows: on input x run, for every e E I, q,(x) 
(dovetail over all e E I). Whichever one halts first (if any), output its answer. The ‘AM’ 
stands for amalgamation. We write AM(il, . . . , i,) instead of the (formally correct) 
AM({i,, . ,i,}). 
3. Technical summary 
We examine when a degree of inferability can be trivial, and when it can be 
omniscient. We then extend these questions to other notions of inferability. This 
paper, together with [l, 15, IS], describes all that is known for these questions. All 
results listed are in this paper unless otherwise noted. A more comprehensive sum- 
mary is in Section 7. 
Notation 3.1. S’(A) stands for the condition that either A is recursive, or A <T K and 
is in a l-generic Turing degree. 
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(1) When are EX-degrees (and variations) trivial? 
(a) If EX[A] = EX then A is low. 
(b) EX[A] = EX iff ‘9(A). (The backwards direction is in this paper. The forward 
direction was first shown in [23] and is quite difficult. An easier proof appears 
in [lS].) This supersedes item(a), but (a) has an easy proof. 
(c) EX[A*] = EX iff A GTK. 
(d) (Vm)[EX[A[m]] = EX iff A dTK]. 
(2) When are BC-degrees (and variations) trivial? 
(a) If BC[A] = BC then A is low. 
(b) BC[A] = BC iff 9( A). (The backwards direction is in this paper. The forward 
direction can be obtained by a modification of the proof of a similar result for 
EX which is in [23], or directly in [lg].) This supersedes item (a), but (a) has an 
easy proof. 
(c) BC[A*] = BC iff A dTK. 
(d) (Vm)[BC[A[m]] = BC iff A QTK]. 
(3) When are EX-degrees (and variations) omniscient? 
(a) REC EEX[A] iff A is high (proven in Cl]). Also see [18]). 
(b) RECeEX[A*] iff 0” GTA@ K. 
(c) (Vm)(vA)CREC~EXCACmlll. 
(4) When are BC-degrees (and variations) omniscient? 
(a) If A r.e. then REC E BC[ A] iff A is high. 
(b) There exists a low set A such that RECE BC[A]. 
(c) For all X there exists A such that X <T A” and REC$ BC[A]. 
(d) RECEBC[A*] iff 8” dTA@ K. 
(e) (vm)(VA)CREC4BCCACmlll. 
(5) Other notions of inference. For most other degrees of inference, those that are 
variations on EX[A] (EX[A*], BC[A], BC[A*]) act very much like EX[A] 
(EX[ A*], BC[ A], BC[ A*]). There are two notable exceptions. (1) PEX is the 
set of all S E REC such that S can be inferred by a machine that outputs only 
indices for total functions. The PEX-degrees and PEX *-degrees seem to behave in 
a manner quite different from the EX-degrees and Exe-degrees. (2) If the number 
of mind changes that an OIIM can make is bounded, the resulting inference- 
degrees behave exactly like the Turing-degrees, which is not at all similar to the 
EX-degrees. See Section 6 for definitions of other notions of inference, and the 
table in Section 7 for a summary of results. 
It is open to determine when REC E BC[ A]. Our results suggest that there is no 
nice characterization of such A. 
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4. When are degrees trivial? 
Slaman and Solovay proved the following theorem (see [lS] for an easier proof). 
We state it here so we can refer to it. 
Theorem 4.1 [23]. Zf EX = EX[A] then Y(A). 
We will need the following concepts from the theory of bounded queries. They were 
introduced in [4]. We use them in Sections 4.1 and 6.3. 
Definition 4.2. F’t is the function with domain Nk and range (0, l}” defined by 
Fi?Xl, . . . I xk) = xAtxl) ’ &4(xk). 
We will need to code the output of Ff as a natural number. 
Definition 4.3. Let NUM denote the function from (0, l}* to N that maps t to the 
number it represents in binary (formally r maps to ‘&)= 121’1-i-1). Note that 
NUM(z1) = 2NUM(z) + 1 and NUM(z0) = 2NUM(z). 
Clearly Ff can be computed with k queries to A. In [4] it was shown that for all k, 
A, X, Y the following holds: if F fk can be computed with k queries to X and arbitrary 
queries to Y then A <r Y. The following proposition is equivalent to this statement. 
(The proof of the proposition, and the equivalence, are in [4].) 
Convention 4.4. Throughout this section we take W,, W,, . . . to be an enumeration 
of all r.e. subsets of (0, l)*, instead of r.e. subsets of FV. 
Definition 4.5. A function f is m-enumerable-in-Y if there exists a recursive function 
h such that for all x, 1 WhcxjI d m and ME Whcxj. 
Proposition 4.6. Zf Fi(xl, . . . , x,) is m-enumerable-in-Y then A bT Y. 
Note 4.7. Much more is known about bounded queries. We state two results, one of 
which we will refer to in later notes. 
(i) Kummer [19] showed that Proposition 4.6 holds if Ft(xl, . . . , x,) is replaced 
by the function #2(x,, . . .,x,)= l{i:xiEA}J. 
(ii) Kummer and Stephan [17] have shown that for any nonrecursive set A there is 
a function TREE; that can be computed with k queries to A that cannot be computed 
with k - 1 queries to any set. This will be used in two places (Notes 4.16 and 6.35) to 
slightly improve our results. 
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4.1. EX(A(m]], BC[A[m]], EX(A*], and BC(A*] 
Kinber [16] showed that there exists a set A such that, for all i, 
EX[A[i]] c EX[A[i+ l]]. It was later shown (see [9]) that, for all i, 
EX[FZN[i]] c EX[FIN[i + l]]. 
We show that EX[ A*] = EX iff A dT K. Hence when A dT K we have 
EX = EX[A[l]] = EX[A[2]] =. . . = EX[A*]. The question arises as to when 
and how query hierarchies can collapse. The following theorem answers virtually all 
questions that could be asked. 
Theorem 4.8. The following are equivalent. 
(i) A <T K. 
(ii) (3n)[EX[A[n]] = EX[A[n + l]]]. 
(iii) (Vn)[EX[A[n]] = EX[A[n + l]]]. 
(iv) EX = EX [ A*]. 
(v) (3n)[BC[A[n]] = BC[A[n + l]]]. 
(vi) (Vn)[BC[A(n]] = BC[A(n + l]]]. 
(vii) BC = BC[A*]. 
We prove this after establishing several lemmas. 
Lemma 4.9. If A GT K, then EX[A*] = EX and BC[A*] = BC. 
Proof. Let A dT K and let S be EX [ A*]-identified via MA. We show SE EX. 
Since A GT K, by the Limit Lemma (see [22, p. 57]), there exists a recursive function 
h(x, s) such that A(x) = lim,,, h(x, s). Let A, = {0, . . . , s} n {x: h(x, s) = 1). 
We define an IIM M’ that infers S. On input cr, M’ outputs MA’“‘(a). 
We show that if YES then M’ infers f: Let YES. Let x0, . , x, be the set of all 
queries that MA makes while inferring f: Let n be the least number such that 
(Vi d m)(Vs > n)[xi E A iff xiEA,]. It is easy to see that (Va <f) 
[loi 3 n =a M’(o) = M”(a)]. Hence M’ infersf: 
The proof for BC is similar. 0 
Note 4.10. The proof of Lemma 4.9 can be easily modified to show that, for all B, 
EX[(B @ K)*] = EX[B*] and BC[(B @ K)*] = BC[B*]. We will use this later in 
Lemma 5.6 to help prove Theorem 5.8. It can be further modified to show that 
[a,b]EX[(B@ K)*] = [a,b]EX[B*] and (Ia, blBCC(B 0 W*l = [a, bl 
BC[B*]. We will use this later in Lemma 6.5 to help prove Theorem 6.6. 
The next lemma we prove about EX[A[m]] (and BC[A[m]]) gives another way 
of dealing with these classes. It will be useful in proving Lemma 4.13. We will also use 
it later to prove Theorem 5.2. 
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Lemma 4.11. For all m, A, EX[A[m]] c [l, 2m]EX and BC[A[m]] c [l, 2”‘]BC. 
Proof. WeshowEX[A[m]] c [1,2”]EX.LetS~EX[A[m]]viaM~.Wedefine2” 
IIMs as follows: for every string ~7 E (0, 1 )“‘, let M(-; a) be the IIM that simulates MA 
by answering the ith query with the ith bit of c. If more than m queries are made, then 
M(-; c) outputs 0 thereafter. For every f‘~ S, there exist a T E (0, l)*, 1 T 1 < m, such that 
r contains all the correct answers to queries asked by MA while inferring J Let G be 
such that 1~1 = m and r is a prefix of c. It is easy to see that ,f is inferred by M(-; c). 
The proof for BC[A [ml] c [l, 2”] BC is similar. 0 
Definition 4.12. Let Si be the set of recursive functions f such that the following 
holds. 
(i) There exist a, b, xi, . ,x,, d such that f(O) = (a, b, x1, . . ,x,> and 
d = a + (b x NUM(F;(xl, . . . ,x,))). 
(ii) There exists e such that 
(a) if d is as in part (i) then for almost all k, f( (d, k)) = e, and 
(b) for all x 3 1, f(x) = cp,(.x). 
If j”~Si then f codes an index for a function that is identical to f except at 0. 
However, knowledge of A is needed to know where in ,f to look for this index. 
Lemma 4.13. The following are true for all A, m, n. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
SiEEX[A[m]]. 
S;EEX[A[~]] *S:+, EEX[A[~ + l]]. 
(3m’)[S~~$EX[A[m]]J =>(EX[A[m]] c EX[A[m + 111). 
EX[A[m]] = EX[A[m + l]] *(Vm’)[S~,EEX[A[m]] G [l, 2”‘]EX]. 
BC[A[m]] = BC[A[m + l]] =(Vm’)[S~,EBC[A[m]] G [l, 2”‘]BC]. 
Proof. (i) We infer Si as follows. Upon seeing f(0) = (a, b, x1, . . , x,) we ask the 
m queries “XiEA?” (1 < i < m) and compute d = a + (b x NUM(Fi(x,, . . , x,))). 
Henceforth, whenever f( (d, k)) = e is observed output s(e) where s is the total 
recursive function defined by 
Vs&) = 
f(O) if x = 0, 
q,(x) otherwise. 
By the definition of Si almost all guesses will be the same and will be indices forf: 
(ii) Assume S~EEX[A[~]] via MA. We infer S”,,, with n + 1 queries to A as 
follows. Upon seeing f(0) = (a, b, x1 , . , x,+ 1 ) query “x,+ 1 E A?” If YES then 
feed the graph of the following function into MA. 
(a+h,2b,x ,,..., x,) if x = 0, 
otherwise. 
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Note that h ES; (this uses part (ii, b) of the definition of Sf, and 
NUM(r1) = 2NUM(z) + 1). Hence MA will correctly infer h and make only n queries. 
Whenever MA outputs index e we output s(e) where s is the total recursive function 
defined by 
(Ps@)(X) = 
f(O) if x = 0, 
q,(x) otherwise. 
Since M * correctly infers h our process correctly infers f: Since the only queries made 
are “x,+i EA?’ and the dn queries in the inference of h by MA, a total of <<n + 1 
queries to A are made. 
If the answer to “xm+ 1 E A?’ had been NO then use the function 
h(x) = 
(a,2b,x, ,..., x,) if x=0, 
f(x) 
otherwise 
and proceed as above. 
(iii) Assume there exists m’ such that S$$EX[A[m]]. By (i), S$cEX[A[m]]. 
Hence there exists m” such that S$EEX[A[~]] but St..+ 1 $EX[A[m]]. By (ii), 
S$+ 1 EEX[A[m + 111. Hence St,., , EEX[A[m + l]] - EX[A[m]] so 
EX[A[m]] c EX[A[m + l]]. 
(iv) IfEX[A[m]] = EX[A[m + l]] then, by(iii),for allm’,S~tEEXIA[m]]. By 
Lemma 4.11, EX[A[m]] s [l, 2”‘]EX. Hence, for all m’, Si,~[l, 2”‘]EX. 
(v) The proofs of (i)-(iv) hold for BC by replacing EX by BC. 0 
Lemma 4.14. If Si E [l, m] BC then A ,<T K. 
Proof. Throughout this proof “infer” means “BC-infer”. 
Assume SEE [l, m]BC via MI, . . , M,. We use MI, . . , M, to show that Fi is 
m-enumerable-in-K. By Proposition 4.6 this will imply A 6 K K. 
On input xi, . . , x, we try to construct recursive functions {fr}retO, ijrn (which 
dependonx,,.. . ,x,) such that, for all z, fr is not inferred by any of MI, . . . , M,. 
We will fail-one of the fr will be partial. This failure will yield information about A. 
Using oracle K we will find r such that jr is partial. We will then enumerate r as 
a possibility for F 4(x,, . . , , x,). Using information about fr we will construct a new 
set of functions that may yield another possibility for Fi(xI, . . . , x,). This process 
may be repeated; however, at most m possibilities will be enumerated. 
ENUMERATION 
(i) P:= (0, l}“, J:= (1,. . ,m), and g:= ((0, (0, 1,x1,. . . ,x,,,))>. (P stands for 
possibilities for Fi(x,, . . . , x,).) We construct { fr}TEP to diagonalize against all IIMs 
in (Mj}j,J. The function g will be a subfunction of every jr. In the future this will 
guarantee that fr is not inferred by any IIM in { Mj}js(l,,..,m)-J.) 
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(ii) Compute indices for the functions in {fr}rsP described below. 
CONSTRUCTION of fr 
(a) Stage 0. Let e be an index for L (obtained via the recursion theorem). Let 
fr” = gu {((NUM(r), k), e): <NUM(r), k)#dom(g)}. 
(This step needs an index for &m(g). During the first execution of step (ii) this is 
trivial. In later executions the index will come from the last execution of step (iii.c).) 
(b) Stage s + 1. If there is no j E J such that j E s (mod m) then go to stage s + 2. 
If there is such a j then look for 0 E N *, t E N, b E (0, 1) such that 0 is consistent with 
f;, 1~) $dom(f;), and (P~,(~)(\~J\)J # b. If such are found then set 
f :+ l :=fZ u {(x, CT(x)): xEdom(a)} u {(Id b)}. 
END of CONSTRUCTION 
(iii) Using oracle K search for z E P, j E J, such that fr is partial and during the stage 
where fr could not be extended the construction was working with machine Mj. (This 
search will terminate the first time step (iii) is executed but need not terminate in 
a later execution.) If such r,j are found then do the following. 
(a) Enumerate r (7 is a possibility for F/,(x1, . . , x,)). 
(b) P:= P - {z}, J:= J - {j}, g :=fr. (Note that all total extensions of g are not 
inferred by Mj. Inductively, all total extensions of g are not inferred by any IIM in 
{ Mj}js(l,..,,m)-J, and g is undefined on almost all elements in { (NUM(z), k): TE P, 
keN}.) 
(c) Using oracle K find the index for a machine that decides &m(g). This is easy 
since g is the union of a finite function with the currentf,. (This index is needed in the 
next execution of step (ii).) 
(d) If J = 8 then halt, else go to step (ii). 
END of ENUMERATION 
Initially 1J 1 = m. Whenever a possibility is enumerated, an element is taken from J; 
hence at most m possibilities are enumerated. We show that F$xr , . . . , x,) is one of 
them. 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that z0 = Fi(x,, . . . , x,) is never enumerated. 
Hence throughout the enumeration z0 E P. There are two cases. 
Case 1: Fewer than m possibilities are enumerated. Hence there is some iteration 
where step (iii) begins but never terminates. Let P, J, g, {fr}reP denote the values of 
these variables during this iteration. Since step (iii) never terminates the functions 
{frjrsP are total. Since T~EP, fr, is constructed and is total. Since 
Fi(x,, . . . 2 x,) = zo, by stage 0 of the construction& E St. Since g is a subfunction 
of& none of the IIMs in { Mj}j,(l,,,,,,)_J infers&. By the construction none of the 
IIMs in { Mj}j,J infersf,,. Hence none of Ml, . . . , M, infersf,,. This contradicts that 
S$!,~[l,rnlBC via Ml,. . . , M,. 
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Case 2: Exactly m possibilities are enumerated. Hence the enumeration halts with 
r0 E P. The value of g at the end of the enumeration is such that any extension of g is 
not inferred by any of M 1, . . . , M,. Since r0 E P, g is undefined on almost all elements 
of {(NlJM(r,), k): ke N}. By the recursion theorem there exists e such that the 
following function has index e. 
g(x) if xEdom(g), 
g’(x) = e 
i 
if x$dom(g) and x = (NUM(t,), k), 
0 otherwise. 
Since g’(0) = (0, 1,x1, . . . ,x,), Fi(xl, . . . ,x,) = NUM(zO), and for almost all k, 
g’((NUM(z,),k))=e,whichisanindexforg’,g’eS~.Sinceg’isanextensionofg,g’ 
is not inferred by any of MI, . . , M,. This contradicts that Si~[l, m]BC via 
MI,. , M,. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.8. By Lemma 4.9, (i) * (iv) and (i) j (vii). Clearly (iv) * (iii) j (ii), 
and (vii) *(vi) j(v). We need only show (ii) 3 (i) and (v) j(i). 
(ii)+(i).Assume(3n)[EX[A[n]] = EX[A[n + l]].ByLemma4.13(iv),forallm’, 
S~,E[~,~“]EX. In particular S;4,~[1,2”1EX& [1,2”]BC. By Lemma 4.14 with 
m = 2” we obtain A GT K. 
The proof for (v) a(i) is similar but uses Lemma 4.13(v). 0 
From Lemma 4.14 we can obtain a result of Smith [Zl]. This is not a new proof 
since we used his techniques. 
Corollary 4.15. REC $ [ 1, m] BC. 
Proof. Let A be such that AfiTK. By Lemma 4.14, Sf$[l,m]BC. Hence 
REC#[l,m]BC. 0 
Note 4.16. Part of Theorem 4.8 can be restated as A$TK* 
EX[A[n]] c EX[A[n + l]]. Using Note 4.7(ii), and using TREE: instead of Ff, 
the proof of Theorem 4.8 can be modified to obtain A gT K + 
(VB)[EX[A[n + I]] q& EX[B[n]]]. 
4.2. EX[ A] and BC( A] 
Weshow(l)ifEX[A]=EXorBC[A]=BCthenAislow,and(2)ifA6,Kand 
A z T G where G is l-generic then EX [ A] = EX and BC [ A] = BC. Slaman and 
Solovay [23] (see also [18]) have shown (3) EX[A] = EX *Y(A) (see Notation 3.1 
for what S(A) means). A modification of their proof (or a direct proof from [18]) 
yields (4) BC[ A] = BC 5 Y(A). Although (1) is superseded by (3), (4) we include the 
proof of (1) since it is much simpler than the proof of (3) (4). 
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Theorem 4.17. If EX = EX[A] or BC = BC[A], then A is low. 
Proof. Assume EX = EX[A]. Consider the set S<’ from Definition 4.12. Note that 
S~‘EEX(A) (use the Limit Lemma [22, p. 571 to approximate A’). Since 
EX[A] = EX we have S:‘EEX c BC. By Lemma 4.14, A’ dTK. 
The proof for BC = BC[ A] is similar. 0 
We now show that there exist nonrecursive sets A such that EX [A] = EX. By 
Lemma 4.9, if A GT K then EX[A*] = EX and BC[A *] = BC. Hence, we seek a set 
A < T K such that EX [ A] = EX [ A *]. It turns out that 1 -generic sets suffice. This is 
not surprising since l-generic sets force statements to be true with only finite informa- 
tion. 
We include a definition of genericity for completeness. For more information on 
genericity see [ 141. 
Definition 4.18. A set G is i-generic if for every Ci set W (of elements of (0, l}*) either 
(3a < G)[oe W], in which case we say that G meets W, or 
(3a 4 G)[(V’z 3 a)[~$ WJ], in which case we say G strongly avoids W. 
Lemma 4.19. If A --T. G where G is 1 -generic, then EX [ A *] = EX [ A]. 
Proof. Let SEEX[A]. Since A ERG, SeEX[G]. Assume SEEX[G] via MC. We 
describe an EX[ G*] inference procedure for S. We describe it as a machine that 
requests values of f (rather than receiving them) and outputs an infinite stream of 
guesses for indices. This is clearly equivalent to the usual definition of an OIIM. 
INFERENCE-ALGORITHM 
To infer feS, we do the following. Initialize i to 0. 
1. Compute e = M’(f(O), . . ,f(i)). Let g denote the shortest initial segment of 
G of length greater than i which contains all the bits used in the computation. 
2. Dovetail the following two procedures. 
(a) Search for j 3 i and T E (0, l)* such that M”‘(f(O), . . . ,f(j)) 1 # e. If such 
aj, T are found then set i to i + 1 and go to step 1. 
(b) Continue to output e as the guess for an index for f: 
END of INFERENCE-ALGORITHM 
Each pass through steps 1, 2 with a new value of i is called an iteration. 
We first show that if an iteration never terminates then the index e output in step 
2(b) is an index forf. Since step 2(a) never finds a j, T, and every 5 is tried (including 
those that are initial segments of G), we must have (Vj 3 i)[M’(f(O), . . . ,f(j)) = e]. 
Hence, e must be an index forf. 
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We now show that there is an iteration that never terminates. Let e,,, iOe f+J, 
GE (0, l}*, and Ws (0, l)* be such that the following hold. 
0 (vj 2 k)CM”(f(O), . . . J”(d) = eel. 
l CJ is the initial segment of G used in the computation of M’(f(O), . . . ,f(io)). 
0 W = { fn E (0, l}*: (3j 3 iO)[M”‘(f(0), . . J(j)) # eo]}. 
Since MC infers L the values of eO, iO, and r~ exist. Since f is recursive, W is r.e. 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that every iteration of the inference procedure above 
terminates. Then every initial segment of G can be extended to meet W (use that the 
length of r~ is chosen greater than i during iteration i). Hence, G cannot strongly avoid 
W. Since G is l-generic, G must meet W; hence, there is an initial segment of G in W. 
This contradicts the definition of eo, io. 
Hence we have that SEEX[G*]. Since A sTG, SEEX[A*]. 0 
We now prove a similar lemma for BC. 
Lemma 4.20. If A --T G where G is a l-generic set, then BC[A] = BC[ A *]. 
Proof. Let SEBC[A]. Since A ERG, SeBC[G]. Assume SEBC[G] via MC. We 
describe a BC[ G*] inference procedure for S. We use the same convention for 
describing OHMS as in Lemma 4.19. 
INFERENCE-ALGORITHM 
To infer f~s, we do the following. Initialize i to 0. 
1. Compute e = M’(f(O), . . ,f(i)). Let c~ < G be the shortest initial segment of 
G of length greater than i that contains answers to all queries made. Let I be the 
singleton set just containing e. 
2. Dovetail the following two procedures. 
(a) Search for j 3 i, TE (0, l}*, e’, s, x E N such that we have e’ = M”‘(f(O), 
f(l), . . ,f(j)) and ~p,,,~(x)J #f(x). If such a j, z, e’, s, x are found then set 
i to i + 1 and go to step 1. 
(b) LetTO,Tl,TZ,. . . be the set of all strings that extend U. Let mO, m, , m2, . . be 
the set of all numbers >/i. 
For k := 0 to CZJ let k = (i, j) and do the following: 
(i) Compute C?i,j = M"(f(O), . . . ,f(Wlj)) (‘f 1 a number that is not in dom(ri) 
is queried than set ei,j to an index for the empty function). 
(ii) Let I be I u { ei, j}. Output AM(Z) as a conjecture for what f does. (See 
Definition 2.32 for the definition of AM.) 
END of INFERENCE-ALGORITHM 
Every pass through steps 1,2 with a new value of i is called an iteration. 
We first show that if an iteration never terminates then the algorithm BC-infersf. 
Assume that some iteration never terminates. Since MC infersf, sometime during the 
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non-terminating iteration, an ei, j is produced that is the correct index for f: We claim 
that once that index enters I, AM(I) will always compute f correctly. If it does not 
then some other index in I is converging and disagreeing with f: But if this happens 
then the iteration will terminate by part 2(a). 
We now show that there is an iteration that never terminates. Let i, E N, CT E (0, l}* 
be such that the following hold: 
l (vj > io)Ccpw~,~~(~,,...,f(j)) = l. 
l CT is the initial segment of G used in the computation of MG(f(0), . . . ,f(io)). 
0 W = {ATE 10, l}*: (3j 3 io)(3 % x)CcPW"'~~~O,....,~~j~~,~(x)l #f( ). 
From this point on the proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.19. 0 
Theorem 4.21. If C!?(A) then EX[A] = EX and BC[A] = BC. 
Proof. If A is recursive then clearly EX[A] = EX and BC[A] = BC. Otherwise, by 
3(A), there exists a l-generic set G such that A =T G d T K. 
By Lemmas 4.19 and 4.20, EX[A*] = EX[A] and BC[A*] = BC[A]. Since 
A <TK, by Lemma 4.9, EX[A *] = EX and BC[ A *] = BC. Hence, 
[A*]= BC. Cl EX[A] = EX[A*] = EX and BC[A ] = BC 
5. When are degrees omniscient? 
Adleman and Blum completely characterized the EX-omniscient sets (see also 
[18]). We state their result so we can refer to it later. 
Theorem 5.1. [I, Theorem 71. RECeEX[A] ifSA is high. 
5.1. EX[A(mj] and BC[A[mjj 
Theorem 5.2. For all m, A, REC$ BC[A[m]] and REC$ EX[A[m]]. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.11, for any oracle A, BC[ A [ml] E [ 1,2”] BC. By Corollary 4.15 
(or lxl), REC $ [l, 2’7 BC. Hence, REC$BC[A[m]]. Since 
EX[A[m]] G BC[A[m]], REC$EX[A[m]]. 0 
5.2. EX[A*] and BC[A*j 
In this subsection we solve the problem of exactly when RECE EX[A*] and 
exactly when REC E BC[ A*]. 
We use the following lemmas. The first was proven by Jockusch, the second is the 
(relativized) Friedberg Completeness Criterion, and the third is an easy relativization 
of Lemma 4.9. 
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Lemma 5.3. [ 13, Theorem 91. For any A the following are equioalent. 
(i) There exists h GTA such that REC = { (P,,(~)}~~~. 
(ii) 0” < T A @ K. 
Lemma 5.4 (see [22, p. 971). The following are true. 
(i) If K d T Z then there exists G such that G’ E= Z. Moreover, G can be taken to be 
l-generic (and in particular G’ =TG @ K -TZ). 
(ii) Let j > 1. If o(j) < TZ then there exists G such that @(j- ” dT G and G’ ET Z. 
Moreover, G can be taken to be j-generic (and in particular G’ ST G @ f$(j’ =_T Z). 
Lemma 5.5. LfA fTB’, then EX[A*] s EX[B] and BC[A*] E BC[B]. 
Lemma 5.6. For any A there is a l-generic G such that BC[G*] = 
BC[G] = BC[A*] and G’ sTG @ K =T A @ K. 
Proof. By applying Lemma 5.4(i) to Z = A @ K we obtain a l-generic set G such that 
G’ =rG 0 K EVA 0 K. Since G is l-generic, by Lemma 4.20, BC[G*] = BC[G]. 
Since A GIG’, by Lemma 5.5 BC[A*] E BC[G] = BC[G*]. Since G <TA@K, 
BC[G*] _c BC[(A OK)*] _c BC[A*] (the last inclusion is obtained by Note 4.10). 
Hence BC[G*] = BC[G] = BC[A*] as desired. q 
Theorem 5.7. REC E EX [A *] ifs 0” d T A @ K. 
Proof. ( 5 ): Assume REC E EX [ A*]. By Lemma 5.4, applied to A @ K, there is a set 
B such that B’zTA@K. Since A<TB’, by Lemma 5.5, EX[A*]c EX[B], SO 
RECE EX[B]. By Theorem 5.1, B is high, hence 0” <r B’ =r A 0 K. 
(G ): Assume 0” GT A 0 K. By Lemma 5.3, there exists h fT A such that 
REC = { (Ph(i))iEN. We define an OIIM (that uses oracle A) as follows: Upon receiving 
the first s input values off, output h(i) for the smallest i such that qh(i) agrees with f on 
the given values. Clearly, for any input f~ REC the machine computes h only on 
finitely many arguments, which requires only finitely many queries to A. Thus 
RECEEX[A*]. q 
Theorem5.8. RECeBC[A*] ifSfY’<TA@K. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.7,@’ <r A @ K implies REC E EX [ A*] E BC[ A*]. Hence we 
need only prove the other direction. 
Assume REC E BC[ A*]. Then by Lemma 5.6, there is a l-generic set G such that 
G’-TG@K=TA@K and BC[G*] = BC[A*]. Since RECeBC[A*], 
RECEBC[G*]. Let RECEBC[G*] via MC. 
We will show that G is high by constructing a G-recursive function g that dominates 
all recursive functions. After we show that G is high we will have 
0” <r G’ sT G @ K -T A @ K, as desired. (We will not be using the fact that G is 
l-generic.) 
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First we define two functions independent of G. Second we use these functions to 
construct a G-recursive function g. Third we prove that g dominates all recursive 
functions. We split it up this way so that we can use the functions constructed in the 
first part in both the second and third parts. 
First part. We define recursive functions $ and T where $ maps C” x N to C*, and 
T maps C* x N to .Pfi”(N) (the set of finite subsets of N). We will have 
0 = $(Q, 0) 4 $(a, I) =$ . . , 
{D: D G {O, . . . ,lal})= T(a,O)z T(o,l)z.... 
The idea is that we are (at first) looking for an extension r of CJ and a subset D of 
{0, 1, . . . ,Icf } such that CIAO is wrong on Iz 1 (or asks a question > 101). The second 
parameter bounds how long we can search for such an extension. II/ will be larger and 
larger extensions of o; Twill be a shrinking collection of possible finite oracles. We try 
to make more and more of the oracles in T yield incorrect guesses. 
Let . denote the concatenation of strings. We define $ and T inductively. For the 
base case we define 
T(o,O)={D:Dc(O ,..., [al}}. 
Assume $(a, t) and T(a, t) have been defined. If there exists some DE T(cr, t), some 
string z with Iz I c t and some b E (0, l} such that 
(PW~~~~.~~.~~(IIC/(~, t).~l)l Z b within t steps 
or MD(tj(a, t).r) queries some x > IcJ), 
then take the first such (D, z, b) and let 
$(o, t + 1) = $(a, t).z.b, 
T(o,t+ I)= T(o,t)- {D} 
else $, T remain unchanged ($(o, t + 1) = $(a, t), T(o, t + 1) = T(a, t)). 
Note 5.9. There are at most 2t”lf1 + 1 distinct values of $(cJ, t). This is because every 
time $(o, t) changes a set is removed from T(cJ, t), and there are 21u1+l elements in 
T(a, 0). 
Second part. There is a G-recursive function g given by: 
i(c) = (pr > lol)CG tl4# T(o, t)lt 
s(n) = max (8~)). 
‘o’6n 
Note 5.10. The intuition behind i(a) is that, given CJ, and noting that 
$(a, 0) < $(a, 1) =$. . . , we are looking for the least t such that the extension $(a, t) 
might fool MC. In particular note that either M’($(a, G(o)) makes a query larger 
than 1~1 or (PWW(~,B(~))) is a function that does not have initial segment $(o, i(a)). 
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We show that 4 is total (given this, clearly g is total and g d T G). Let t1 be the least 
number > lg.) such that 
(V/s 2 tl)[rl/(a, tl) = $(a, s) and T(o, tl) = T(o, s)]. 
We claim G 11 r~\ I$ T(cr, tl), so i(o) d tl and exists. Assume, by way of contradiction, 
that G 1 (g\ E T(a, tl). Let t2 be the minimum number such that t1 < cz and there exists 
t3 < t2 such that one of the following occurs. 
(i) The M’($(o, tZ).Ors) computation never makes a query > 1~~1 and 
(~~c(llr(~,~~).~t,)(lICl(b, t2).0f31) I # 1 within t2 steps. 
(ii) M’($(o, tZ).Ota) queries some x > 1 fs I. 
Such t2 exists since MC infers $(a, t2). 0”. The triple (G r1~1, O”, 1) will be noted as 
a candidate for (D, z, b) when defining $(a, t2 + 1). Hence Il/(o, t2 + 1) # $((T, tl). But 
this contradicts the choice of tl, 
Third part. Assume, by way of contradiction, that g does not dominate all recursive 
functions. Then there exists a recursive increasing h such that (3mn)[g(n) < h(n)]. 
For given (T, let 
h’(o) = (@ 2 ld)C$(c t) = No, h(t)) A t > INo> t)ll. 
h’ is total by Note 5.9. Clearly h’ is recursive. We define a sequence of strings 
inductively. Let c0 = 0, and let r~,, + 1 = $(a,, h’(cr,)) .O. Let f be defined as the limit of 
the sequences. Note that f is recursive. 
Note 5.11. The intuition behind f is as follows. f is the limit of the sequence 
c0 =$ g1 < . . . . We are hoping to fool MC each time we extend ci to ci + 1. That is, we 
are hoping that, for each i, either MG(oi) makes queries larger than Ioil or (P,+P(~~) is 
a function that does not have initial segment pi. If we could use g instead of h this hope 
would be a reality; however, by using h, we are at least guaranteed to fool MC 
infinitely often. 
Since f is recursive, f is BC[G*]-inferred by MC. Therefore there is a number 
m such that for all (T, o,,,$ d <f: 
(i) cp M’(o) =.f 
(ii) M’(a) queries no element greater than Ju,I. 
Since (3”n)[g(n) < h(n)], there is some IZ > \~~+~l such that g(n) < h(n). Let k be 
the greatest number such that (~~1 d n. We have 
lamI < lgkl d n < bk+~ I. 
Let t = h’(a,). By the definition of h’ we have $(ok, t) = $(ck, h(t)) and t > ($(bk, t)l. 
By the definition of gk+l we have oktl = $(a,, t).O, hence n < IcJ~+~\ = 
($(ok, t)l + 1 < t. Since h is increasing we know that h(n) ,< h(t). We now have 
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By the construction of 4, G r/ok1 # T(rrk, i(gk)). Thus there is some string cr, 
(Tk<~<~k+l, such that one of the following occurs. 
l The M’(o) computation makes no query > (crk( and (P~c(~)((~() 1 #f(lol), which 
contradicts condition (i). 
l MG(a) queries some x > 1~~1 > 1 CT,,~, which contradicts condition (ii). 0 
5.3. EX(AJ and BC[A J 
Adleman and Blum [l] showed that REC E EX[A] iff A is high. It is an open 
question as to when RECE BC[A]. The rest of this subsection will provide evidence 
that the question of when REC E BC [ A] does not have a nice answer. We show (1) for 
A r.e., REC E BC [ A] iff A is high, (2) there exists a low set A such that REC E BC [ A], 
and (3) the statement “if A is high2 then REC E BC [ A]” is false in a strong way: there 
are sets A of arbitrarily high double jumps such that REC # BC[A]. 
5.3.1. The r.e. case 
Notation 5.12. u(A; e, x, s) is the maximum element of the oracle that Mt s(x) queries. 
u is referred to as the use function. We will be dealing with a fixed categorically total 
oracle Turing machine MO, so we leave out the index e and the time s. The resulting 
notation is u(A; 0). 
Note 5.13. If A is r.e. and A, lx = A lx then for all t 2 s, A, lx = A lx. In particular, if 
A, ru(A; a) = A ru(A; o), then for all t 2 s the computation MAC(a) is identical to that 
of MA(a). 
Definition 5.14. Let 0, z~(0, l>*. Then rr < r means that either lcr < 1~1, or 16) = 1~1 
and 0 is lexicographically less than r. 
Theorem 5.15. Let A be r.e. RECE BC[A] ifs A is high. 
Proof. The reverse direction is easy: A high =z- REC E EX[A] (by Theorem 5.1) and 
EX[A] c BC[A] trivially. 
For the forward direction, assume, by way of contradiction, that A is not high (i.e., 
0” &A’) and RECEBC[A] via MA. Since 0” &A’, for all g <*A, there exists 
a recursive h such that 3 mu [g(x) < h(x)] (see [22, p. 2081). We will define a particular 
g GT A and use the corresponding h to build an fe REC such that MA does not 
BC-infer f: 
We try to imitate the standard construction of a recursive function that is not 
BC-identified by a (non-oracle) IIM. Since we have an OIIM, a direct imitation is 
impossible. We can use an approximation to A, but we need that the approximation is 
valid infinitely often. To help achieve this we define an auxiliary function i dT A from 
(0, l}* to N. Intuitively i(o) tells us how good an approximation to A we need to look 
at to find an extension g’ 3 0 such that (PAM” (I 0’1) _1. This is useful in trying to build 
a function f not inferred by MA since, as in the standard construction of a recursive 
function not BC-identified, a convergence is a chance to diagonalize. 
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ALGORITHM for i 
1. Input(o). 
2. Look for a CJ’, s’ such that c =$ g’ and (~~“(~,),~,((a’() 1. 
3. Let s” = ps[(Vo” < o’)[A, ru(A; 0”) = A ru(A; o”)]]. (By Note 5.13 
(Vs 3 s”)[AS lu(A; a”) = A ru(A; a”)].) 
4. Output max{s’, s”, lo’l}. 
END of ALGORITHM 
We show that 4 is total by showing that, during step 2 of the execution of the 
algorithm on input 0, an appropriate 0’ and s’ are found. Since MA BC-identifies 
REC, MA BC-identifies the function a0”. Let 6’ be such that 0 5 IJ< 6 00” and 
MA(&) is an index for the function 00”. Since (P~A(~~)( lo”l) 1, there exists sQ such that 
qM4(0d), s~(loQj) 1. Since cr’, sa satisfy the conditions for o’, s’, some o’, s’ will always be 
found. 
Let g be defined by g(n) = maxI LTI =,,i(o). It is easy to see that g Q T A and g is total. 
Let h be a recursive function such that (3” n)[g(n) < h(n)]. We can take h to be 
increasing. 
At the end of stage n of the construction we will have on, an initial segment of the 
functionf: During stage n + 1 we will want to extend c,, to some CT’, in the hope of 
making (P~~(~ +,(la’ I) #f( 1 B+ I). In the search for such an extension we can only use 
an approximation to A. If we are considering using 0 ’ for our extension, we will use 
the approximation Ahclo+ ,). 
In the construction below the term “least” when applied to strings is relative to the 
ordering of Definition 5.14. 
CONSTRUCTION 
Stage 0. (TV = A (the empty string). 
Stage n + I. Look for the least r~+ such that there exist b, t with on < c’, (0’ ( 6 t, 
bE{O, l}, and cp ,~~,(~+),~(la~l)J #b, where t = h(lo’l). Let on+l = ofb. 
END of CONSTRUCTION 
We show that every stage terminates, hence for all n, cn exists. Thus the function 
f = U,, 6, is total recursive. We then show that M * does not X-infer f: 
(1) Every stage terminates. We need to show that the search in stage n + 1 
terminates. Let 1 be minimal such that I 3 (onI and g(l) < h(I). Let 0 = ~,O1-lu~l. By 
the definition of g, there are g’, s’ such that 0 <c’, ~p~~~,,,,,~,(lo’l)J, and 
Aqcl, ru(A; a’) = A ru(A; a’). As h(lo’\) 3 h(l) > g(1) it follows that r~+ := C? and 
b:= 1 - (P~A(~,),~, (lo’/) satisfy the condition in stage n + 1. By Note 5.13, 
Ahc,,,,, /u(A; a’) = A /u(A; a’). 
(2) MA does not infer f: Suppose that 1, n and CT+ satisfy the following conditions: 
lc~,l d 1 < l~,,+~l, on+l = o+b, g(l) < h(l). Then qDw~(o+,(l~+J) #f(lo’l), as we will 
now show: Let r~ denote the initial segment of c+ of length 1, and let CJ’ be the string 
found in step 2 of the computation of i(o). Note that i(o) < g(l) < h(l) 6 h( lo+ I). 
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Since cr + is chosen to be the least extension that works, o+ < cr’. By Note 5.13, 
(Vt 3 i(a))[At /u(A; a’) = A fu(A; o+)]. It follows that (~,+,A(~+)(lg+() # b = 
f(la’l). 
As there are infinitely many 1 as above, we get that MA does not X-infer f: 0 
Corollary 5.16. The following statement is false: if A is high2 then RECE BC[A] 
Proof. Let A be r.e. and high2 but not high (such an A exists-see [22, p. 1401). By 
Theorem 5.15, REC$BC[A]. 0 
5.3.2. A low A such that RECE BC[ A] 
In this subsection we show that there is a low set A such that RECE BC[A]. 
Definition 5.17. Let f and g be partial functions. f is compatible with g iff 
(VxEdom(f’) n dam(g)) U(x) = g(x)]. f 1s incompatible with g otherwise. f extends 
g (g c-f), iff f is compatible with g and dam(g) E dam(f). 
Theorem 5.18. There is a low set A such that RECE BC[A]. 
Proof. We will obtain a low set A and present an A-recursive algorithm that BC[ A]- 
infers REC. The idea behind the algorithm is that, at stage s, we will amalgamate some 
subset of (modified versions of) the functions { (pcfs), qrfsj+ i, . . , (p,). We control c(s). 
We think of qpc(sj as being correct (or at least not in contradiction to f) and hence we 
only use partial recursive functions that seem to be compatible with it. We may also 
change our value of c(s) if either a guess made a while back based on this value is seen 
to contradict i or if some function that is seen to be extended by f seems to not be 
extended by Q,. Both of these conditions are seen as evidence that the current value 
of c(s) leads to guesses that are incorrect. In either case we increment c(s) by one. 
The problem is how to get information about what seems to be an extension. In 
order to make it possible to know that two functions are compatible we deal with 
functions that are modified. Let u(j, a) be the total recursive function such that 
Vu( j, o)tx) = 
i 
qj(x) if (3s)Cqj,s(x) I and a$fG+J, 
7 otherwise. 
If a$K then qucj,n) = Cpj. If a E K and s is the least number such that a E K, then 
dom(qU,j.u,) c {O, . . 3 s - I>, (Pu(j,n) G Vj,s, and 9ucj.a) can be completely deter- 
mined; hence in this case testing whether (say) Cpi s an extension of (Pu(j,a) is an r.e. 
procedure. 
Definition 5.19. Let a, i, j E N. If there exist x, s such that cpi, s(x) 1 # cpucj, aj, s(x) 1 then 
Cpi s seen to be rncompatible with (Pu(j,a) (which can be completely determined) then (Pi 
is seen to be an extension of qu(j,a,. Note that it is not possible for both of these to 
occur, though it is possible for neither to occur. 
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We now present a partial recursive function whose intention (not always achieved) 
is to tell whether vi is an extension of qu(j,a, or if vi is incompatible with (Pucj,a,. 
I 
EXT if (Pi is seen fo be an extension of qucj,a), 
y(i,j, U) = ZNCOMP if Cpi is seen to be incompatible with (Pu(j,a,, 
t otherwise. 
Note that the following hold. 
(i) y(i,j, u) = ZNCOMP if ‘pi is incompatible with (P~(~,~). 
(ii) y (i, j, a) = EX T implies (pi is compatible with cp,,( j, L1J. 
(iii) If UE K and y(i,j, a) # EXT then Cpi does not extend (Pu(j,a). 
By the Low Basis Theorem (see [22, p. 1091) there is a low set A such that y can be 
extended to an A-recursive total function g with range { EXT, ZNCOMP}. We relabel 
the outputs so that they are now { COMP, ZNCOMP} (Fact 5.20 will make clear why 
we relabel it as such). This is the desired set A. We will use A as an oracle to compute g, 
which will yield information about functions being compatible. 
We will use the following easily verified facts about g. They all clarify in what ways 
we can use g to test whether cpi is compatible with ~p,,(~,~,. 
Fact 5.20. The following hold. 
(i) Zfg(i, j, a) = ZNCOMP then y(i, j, a) # EXT, which does not yield any informu- 
tion. Zf in addition a E K then Cpi does not extend q,(j,o). 
(ii) Zf g(i, j, U) = COMP then y(i, j, a) # ZNCOMP hence cp.cj,., and Cpi are comput- 
ible. 
(iii) Let i,jl, . . .,jn,ul,. . . , U,E N. Assume that g(i, j,, aI) = g(i, j,, u2) = . . . = 
g(i, j,, a,) = COMP. Then cp AM(u(jl,al),...,u(j,,a,)) is compatible with vi. In particular, if 
‘Pi is tot4 then YAM(u(j,,,,) ,_.., u(j,,a,)) E (Pi. 
(iv) Let i,j, ,..., jfi,u,aI ,.,., a, E kl. Assume vi is total and a$ K. Then 
(PAM(u(i,a),u(jl,al),...,u(j,,a,)) is total. 
INFERENCE-ALGORITHM 
TO infer f E REC, initialize c(0) = 0. For all stages s and input fs = (f (0), . . . , f (s)) 
do the following three steps: 
1. Let Z(s) be 
{u(j, a): c(s) <j < s and a < s and g(c(s), j, a) = COMP}. 
2. Output M(h):= AM(Z(s)). Note that, by Fact 52O(iii), ‘pMcfS) is compatible with 
(PC(S). 
3. If one of the following conditions holds, then let c(s + 1) = c(s) + 1 else 
c(s + 1) = c(s). 
(a) (3s’ < s)Cc(s’) = c(s) and CP~(,-,),~ is incompatible with fS]. Note that if 
q+) is total then, by Fact 5.2O(iii), qMtr,., _C qcoccS,; and since qM(r,., is 
incompatible with i (pccS) is incompatible with f: 
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(b) (3j, a, t d s)Ca E Kt and qu(j, a),t - s of A g(c(s),j, a) = ZNCOMP]. By Fact 
5.20(i), (p+) is not an extension of Cp.c j, a), hence (pccsJ is not an extension offs. 
END of INFERENCE-ALGORITHM 
For a given recursive f there is a least index i such that ‘pi =f: 
Claim 1. (Vs)[c(s) d i]. 
Assume there is a stage s,, such that c(sO) = i. By steps 1 and 2 of the inference- 
algorithm, for all s 3 so such that c(s) = i, qMcrS, is compatible with Cpi =f: We show 
that for all s 3 so conditions (a) and (b) of step 3 are not satisfied at stage s. If (a) is 
satisfied then f is incompatible with cpi =f; a contradiction. If(b) is satisfied then cpi s 
not an extension of fs; since Cpi = f this is a contradiction. 
Therefore, c(s) converges to some limit k < i, say, c(s) = k for all s 3 so. 
Claim 2. cpMcf,, =ffor almost all stages s. 
Since c(s + 1) = c(s) for all stages s > so, conditions (a) and (b) are never satisfied. 
Hence for almost all stages cpwcs,) is compatible with 5 It suffices to show that 
(VJ”s)[q,(,.s, is total]. We achieve this by showing that (3u#K)(V”s) [u(i, u)~Z(s)] 
and use that Cpi s total, and Fact 5.20 (iv). Assume, by way of contradiction, that no 
such a exists. Note this implies the following. 
(i) (Vu$K)[g(k, i, a) = INCOMP] (else (la$K)(V”“s)[u(i, u)~Z(s)]). 
(ii) (VaEK)[g(k, i, a) = COMP] (else condition (b) would occur and c(s) would 
change). 
Together these items yield K <T A, which contradicts A being low. Hence such an 
a exists. 0 
Corollary 5.21. There is a low w-r.e. set A such that RECE BC[A]. (For a definition of 
o-r.e. see [7].) 
Proof. A careful examination of the proof of the low basis theorem reveals that the 
low set produced is w-r.e. Hence the low set constructed in Theorem 5.18 is o-r.e. 0 
Corollary 5.22. There is a set A of hyperimmune-free degree such that REC E BC[ A]. 
(For a dejinition of hyperimmune-free see [22].) 
Proof. Every infinite recursive tree has a hyperimmune-free branch (see [22, p. 109, 
5.151). If this is used instead of the Low,Basis Theorem in the proof of Theorem 5.18 
then one obtains a hyperimmune-free set A such that RECE BC[A]. ‘0 
5.3.3. Arbitrary high double jump is not enough 
The following theorem was originally proven directly in [S]. We present a simpler 
proof based on Theorem 5.8. 
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Theorem 5.23. For any X there exists a G such that X GT G” and REC$ BC[G]. 
Proof. By Lemma 54(ii), there exists a set Y such that K <r Y and 
X 0 0” =T Y’ =r Y @ 0”. By Lemma 54(i), there is a l-generic set G such that 
G’ -r G @ K --T Y. So X <rX @ 0” =r G”. Assume now that RECE BC(G]. Then 
by Lemma 4.20, REC E BC [ G *]. This implies, by Theorem 5.8, that 0” GT G 0 K and 
Y -r G @ K --T Y @ 0” =_T Y’, a contradiction. Thus REC$BC[G]. q 
6. Other notions of inference 
In this section we explore other notions of inference. In each subsection we define 
a notion of inference (e.g. EX,); the corresponding notions of inference-with-an-oracle 
(e.g. EX,[A]) are obtained in a manner similar to the definition of EX[A], and hence 
are omitted. 
6.1. [a, b]EX and [a, b]BC- Teams of machines 
The reader is referred to Definition 2.30 for a definition of [a, b] EX and [a, b] BC. 
As an example, the set S1 u S2 from Example 2.15 is in [l, 21 EX. 
We show the following. 
(a) [a, b]EX[A*] = [a,b]EX iff [a, b]BC[A*] = [a, b]BC iff A <TK. 
(b) [a, b]EX[A] = [a, b]EX iff [a, b]BC[A] = [a, b]BC iff ‘Z?(A). 
(c) RECE[a,b]EX[A*] iff RECE[a,b]BC[A*] iffO”dTA@K. 
(d) RECE[a, b]EX[A] iff @‘GTA’. 
(e) The question of when RECE[a, b]BC[A] seems similar to that of when 
RECeBC[A]. 
Note 6.1. Pitt and Smith [20] showed that [a, b]EX = [l,r b/a l]EX and 
[a, b] BC = [l, r b/a 11 BC. Their proofs relativize. We state and proof our results in 
terms of [a, b] EX[A] ([a, b] BC[ A], etc.). The proofs in this paper would be no 
easier if done for [l, c]EX[A] ([l, c]BC[A], etc.). 
6.1.1. *-Triviality 
Theorem6.2. [a,b]EX[A*] = [a,b]EX ifS[a,b]BC[A*] = [a,b]BC ifSAdTK. 
Proof. Assume A<TK. Let SE[a,b]EX[A*] ([a,b]BC[A*]) via M:, . . . ,Mf. 
By Lemma 4.8, for each MA there exists an IIM Ni that EX-infers (BC-infers) the same 
set that MI did. It is easy to see that SE [a, b] EX (SE [a, b] BC) via Ni, . . . , Nb. 
Assume [a, b] BC[A*] = [a, b] BC. Let S,” be from Definition 4.12 with m = 6. 
Note that S$ E [a, b] BC[A*] = [a, b] BC c [l, b]BC. By Lemma 4.14, A <T K. The 
same proof works for [a, b] EX[ A*]. 0 
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6.1.2. Triviality 
Theorem 6.3. [a, b]EX[A] = [a, b]EX $[a, b]BC[A] = [a, b]BC ifsS(d). 
Proof. Assume Y(A). Let SE[a, b]EX[A] ([a, b]BC[A]) via M:, . , M,“. By 
Theorem 4.21, for each MA, there exists an IIM Ni that EX-infers (K-infers) the same 
set of functions as Mt. Clearly SE[a, b]EX BC) via Ni, . . , Nb. 
A modification of the proof of Theorem 4.1 (or see [lS]) yields 
[a, h]EX[A] = [a, h]EX + Y(A), and 
[a,b]BC[A] = [a, h]BC * B(A). 0 
6.1.3. *-Omniscience 
In this subsection we show that REC E [a, b] EX [ A *] iff REC E [a, b] BC [ A *] iff 
0” <r A @ K. We will need to use our results from Section 6.1.4; however those results 
do not depend on these. The proof for EX is an easy corollary of Corollary 6.21. The 
proof for BC is a modification of the proof of Theorem 5.8. 
Theorem6.4. RECE[a,b]EX[A*] iff@‘<~A@K. 
Proof. Assume REC E [a, b] EX[ A*]. By Lemma 5.4 applied to A @ K, there is a set 
B such that B’ --T A @ K; and by Lemma 5.5, RECE [a, h]EX[B]. By Corollary 
6.21, B is high and therefore I?J” <*A 0 K. The other direction follows from The- 
orem 5.7. 0 
Lemma 6.5. Fov any A there is a 1 -generic G such that [a, b] BC[ G*] = 
[a, b]BC[G] = [a, b]BC[A*] and G’ ERG @ K =,A @ K. 
Proof. By applying Lemma 5.4 (i) to Z = A @ K, we obtain a l-generic set G such that 
G’ --T G @ K zT A @ K. Since G is l-generic, by an easy modification of the proof of 
Lemma 4.20, [a, b] BC[ G*] = [a, b] BC[ G]. Since A GT G’, by an easy modification 
of the proof of Lemma 5.5, 
[a,6]BC[A*] c [a,b]BC[G] = [a,b]BC[G*]. 
Since GGTA@K, 
[a, blBC[G*] E [a, b]BC[(A OK)*] E [a, h]BC[A*] 
(the last inclusion is obtained by Note 4.10). Hence 
[a, b]BC[G*] = [a,b]BC[G] = [a, b]BC[A*] 
as desired. 0 
Theorem6.6. REc~[l,nlBc[A*] iff$“<TA@K. 
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Proof. Clearly 0” dTA OK implies RECeEX[A*] E [l, n]BC[A*]. 
We prove the converse by induction on IZ. For n = 1 this is Theorem 5.8. Assume the 
inductive hypothesis to be true for n - 1. 
Assume RECE Cl, n] BC[A*]. By Lemma 6.5, there is a l-generic set G such that 
G’S,G@K =,A@K and [l,n]BC[G*] = [l,n]BC[A*] (we will not be using 
the fact that it is l-generic). Since RECE[~,~]BC[A*], RECE[~,~]BC[G*]. Let 
RECe[l, n]BC[G*] via My,. . . , Mz. 
There are two cases. In the first one we obtain REC E [ 1, n - l] BC [ G *]; we can 
then use the induction hypothesis and the nature of G to obtain 
0” <<T G 0 K --T A @ K. In the second one we show that G is high by constructing 
a G-recursive function g that dominates all recursive functions. Once G is high we 
have 0” d T G’ =rG @ K =T A 0 K, as desired. This case is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 5.8. (This case does not use the induction hypothesis.) 
Case 1. Assume there exist i, rs such that some My does not BC-converge on any 
recursive function f with g =$f: Then REC E [l, n - l] BC[ G *] by reducing this 
problem to the task of inferring all recursive functions which begin with 0. By the 
induction hypothesis and the nature of G we have 0” <T G 0 K =,A @ K. 
Case 2. Assume the negation, namely that for all i, r~ there exists a recursive 
function f such that (T <f and Mf infers 1: In particular, for every i, 6, there is some 
6’ > c such that M:(d) is the index of a total function. We sketch a modification of 
the proof of Theorem 5.8 to show that 0” d T G @ K. We describe how to modify the 
first, second, and third parts of the proof of Theorem 5.8 to meet our needs. 
In the first part the index of the machine is added to the definition of $, which is 
intended to diagonalize all machines. For the base case we define 
T(o,O) = {(E, i): D s (0,. . . ,101) A iE{l, . , n}}. 
Assume $(cr, t) and T(o, r) have been defined. If there exists some (D, i) E T(o, t), 
some string r with 1 TI < t and some b E (0, 1) such that 
~M~~~~o,f~.t~(l$(~, r).rl)l f b within t steps 
or Mf’($(a, t).z) queries some x > lcrj 
then take the first such (D, i, z, b) and let 
$(a, t + 1) = $(a, t).T.b, 
T(a, t + 1) = T(o, t) - {(D, i)) 
else $, T remain unchanged. 
The second part is adapted such that g is defined to wait until all machines are 
diagonalized: 
3~) = (P > lol)CviC(G 114, i)$ T(o, t)ll, 
s(n) = max Ii?(~)). 
lol<n 
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The proof that g is total recursive in G is similar to that in Theorem 5.8. 
In the third part, we show that g dominates all recursive functions. This proof is 
similar to that in Theorem 5.8: we assume that g does not dominate all recursive 
functions and, using this, construct a recursive f that is not inferred by any Mf, 
a contradiction to RECe[l, n]BC[G*] via My, . . . , Mz. 0 
Corollary 6.7. RECe[a, b]BC[A*] ifl 0” dTA 0 K. 
6.1.4. Omniscience for (a, b] EX[ A] 
In this subsection we show that REC E [a, b] EX [ A] iff 0” ,< T A’ (by Theorem 5.18 
this is false for [a, b] BC [ A]). The proof involves looking carefully at how Adleman 
and Blum [l] proved that if REC E EX[ A] then A is high. 
Definition 6.8. RECO, 1 denotes the recursive &l valued functions. The functions of 
jifinite support are the functions in RECo, 1 which are almost everywhere 0. We denote 
the set of all such functions by FS. 
Definition 6.9. Let h E REC. A total recursive function f is h-hard if, for all Cpi that 
compute f, (V’” x)[ @i(X) > h(x)]. (Any function that computes f takes more time than 
h(x) almost always.) 
Definition 6.10. Let h E REC and g E RECo, 1. g is h-sparse if for all x, if g(x) = 1 then 
g(x + 1) = . . . = g(x + 1 + h(x)) = 0. The function gpair is defined by 
gpair(X) = (g(2x), g(2x + 1)). gpair is h-sparse if for all X, if gpair(X) # (0,O) then 
gpair(X + 1) = . ' . = gpairtX + h(x)) = (O,O). 
Notation 6.11. Let S E RECo, 1. The following conditions will be referred to as (Cl), 
(C2), (C3) and (C4). 
(Cl) FS c s. 
(C2) (Vh E REC)(~~ES) [g is h-sparse and h-hard]. 
(C3) (Vh E REC)( 3g E S)[g,,i, is h-sparse and h-hard]. 
(C4) (V~EREC,, 1 - FS)(li~S)[g(x) = 0 * ipair = (O,O), and 
g(x) = l Z= 4pairtXJE {to7 l), Cl, O)}l. 
The following facts are easily verified. 
Fact 6.12. Let h be an increasing recursive function. Let g EREC,, 1. 
(i) Zf gpair is h(x)-sparse then g is 2h( Lx/2 J)-sparse. 
(ii) Zf gpai, is h(x)-hard then, if~i = g, (V”Ox)[@i, (2~) + @i(2x + 1) 2 h(x)]. 
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Lemma 6.13. Let S c RECo, 1. 
(i) 1fS satisfies (Cl) and (C3) then (SE EX[A] * A is high). 
(ii) Zf S satisjies (C4) then S satisjies (C3). 
(iii) Ifs satisfies (Cl) and (C4) then (SEEX[A] *A is high). 
Proof. (i) The proof of Theorem 5.1 shows that if S satisfies (Cl) and (C2) then 
(SE EX [ A] * A is high). Our result can be obtained by modifying their proof: replace 
“pi” by “pi + ~i(2X + l),, and use Fact 6.12 (both parts). 
(ii) Let h E REC. We can assume h is strictly increasing. By Lemma 2 of [l] RECo, 1 
satisfies (C2); hence there exists a function g E RECo, 1 that is h-sparse and h-hard. We 
can assume g# FS. (This assumption is valid for the step-counting complexity 
measure but is not valid for some other complexity measures.) Use this g and (C4) to 
obtain 4~s. It is easy to see that ~pair is h-sparse and h-hard. 
(iii) This follows from (i) and (ii). q 
Definition 6.14. Given some string r~, let TABLE(a) be an index of the recursive 
function which outputs a(x) for x < )oI and 0 otherwise. The coding should be such 
that if 0 = ~0” then TABLE(a) = TABLE(z). 
Lemma 6.15. Zf M0 is an OIIM such that MA infers S, then there is an OIIM No such 
that N* infers S and converges on all functions in FS (but N* does not necessarily 
infer FS). 
Proof. The algorithm of MA is translated into that of N* as follows: Input 6, let z be 
the first (CJ - 1 bits of 0. Calculate MA(o), M*(T) and N*(7). There are four cases: 
(a) N*(z) = TABLE(7’) for some z’ =$ 7 and 0 = ~‘01~1-1”~. 
Then N*(a) = TABLE(7’). 
(b) N*(T) = TABLE(7’) for some 7’ =$ 7 and 0 # z’O~~~-~~‘~. 
Then N*(a) = M*(a). 
(c) N*(z) # TABLE(7’) for all z’ =$ z and M*(r) = M*(o). 
Then N*(a) = M*(cJ). 
(d) N*(7) # TABLE(7’) for all z’ =$ z and M*(z) # M*(a). 
Then N*(a) = TABLE(a). 
The informal idea of the algorithm is as follows. Whenever MA is about to change 
its mind, rather than output that new guess, we output a function of the form 
TABLE(o). As soon as N* outputs a function of the form TABLE(a), in the next few 
stages it will continue to output this as long as the function continues to look like 00”. 
When the function stops looking like this we output what MA would output. 
If f is inferred by MA then eventually MA stops changing its mind on J so N* infers 
J: If fe FS then N* has at most two mind changes after the last nonzero value off; 
therefore N* converges on any input from FS. 0 
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Note 6.16. We may assume (PN”(@ does not contradict (T within 1~1 steps since in this 
case the planned output can be replaced by TABLE(o). So in the case of convergence 
to some index i, the function ‘pi coincides with the inferred function f on its 
domain Wi. 
Lemma 6.17. Assume RECo, 1 E [l, n]EX[A] via Mf, . . . , Mf . Assume that there 
exists i such that the set offunctions inferred by Mf does not fulfill condition (C4). Then 
RECO,,~[l,n- l]EX[A]. 
Proof. Assume the set of functions inferred by Mf does not fulfill condition (C4) 
because of g E RECo, , - FS. Let S be the set of all recursive functions 4 such that 
Y(X) = 0 * @pair(X) = (0, O), and 
y(x) = 1 * 4pair(x)E{(o, lh tl, O)}. 
None of the functions in S are inferred by M:; hence SE [l, n - l] EX[A] via 
A MA We 
F:ll ;~E;;A] 
show that S~[l,n - l]EX[A] implies that RECE 
; we will then use the induction hypothesis. 
Let x0, xi, . . . be the set of numbers where g takes value 1. Let fgRECo, 1. We 
define a function ,f + such that f ’ ES and f + contains information about J: Let 
f(m) if x = 2x,, 
f+(x) = 
i 
1 -f(m) if x = 2x, + 1, 
0 otherwise. 
One can verify that f ’ ES. There is a total recursive function s satisfying 
qs(i,(rn) = Cpi(2Xm) and the operator + transforming f to f + is recursive. Let 
N?(f) = s(MA(f +)). Clearly RECo, 1 is [l, n - l]EX[A]-identified via 
N& . . , N;. 0 
The following lemma is easy, hence the proof is omitted. 
Lemma 6.18. For all A, RECEEX[A] iffREC,,lEEXIA]. 
Theorem 6.19. REC E [l, n] EX [ A] ifs A is high. 
Proof. IfAishighthen,byTheorem5.1,REC~EX[A].HenceREC~[l,n]EX[A]. 
We prove that if RECo, 1 ~[l, n]EX[A] then A is high, and then use Lemma 6.18, 
We prove this by induction on n. If n = 1 then this is Theorem 5.1. Assume that II 3 2 
and that the theorem is true for n - 1. 
Let RECo, 1 ~[l, n]EX[A] via M:, . . , M:. By Lemma 6.15, we can assume that 
each MA converges on all elements of FS. By Note 6.16, we can also assume that 
qMfca) does not contradict (T when run for < 1~) steps. By padding we can assume 
that (Vi # j) [range(M”) n range( Mf) = 01. 
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We define new machines NY, . . . , N!’ such that REc,,r~[l, n]EX[A] via 
N;, . . . , Nt. The idea is that if, on input feRE&, , , exactly i of the M:, . . . , M,A 
converge to programs that do not contradict f, then Nf infers fi 
We need the following definition. 
Definition 6.20. Let 0 = err . . . gk where pie (0, l}. If MA(o) = e then the conjidence 
MA(c) has in e is the largest number m such that 
MA(aI . . CJ~_,,,) = MA(oI . . . CQ-~+~) = . . . = MA(o, . . . CT,‘). 
ALGORITHM FOR N+ 
(i) Input(a). Let s = Icr.(. 
(ii) (Vj)[l d j d n] compute ej = My(o). Let I = {ej: (Vx < \~l)[cp,~,~(x)J * 
cp,,,Jx) = o(x)]}. If [I( < i then output 0 and halt. 
(iii) For all ejEl compute cj, the confidence M?(o) has in ej. 
(iv) Find cjl, . . . , Cj,, the i largest values of cj (if there is a tie then break it 
arbitrarily). 
(v) Output AM(ej,, . . , eji). (See Definition 2.32 for the definition of AM.) 
END of ALGORITHM 
It is easy to see that, for all fe RECO, 1, if on input f exactly i of M:, . . . , M,A 
converge to a program that does not contradict f, then Nf infers f (we need that all 
the machines have disjoint ranges). Hence RECo, 1 ~[l, n]EX[A] via Nt, . . . , Nt. 
Since all the M: converge on all feFS we have that N,A infers FS. 
Let S be the set of functions in REC 0, 1 which are inferred by Nf, S satisfies (Cl). If 
S satisfies (C4) then, by Lemma 6.13(iii), since SE EX[A] via Nt, A is high. If S does 
not satisfy (C4) then, by Lemma 6.17, REC 0, 1 E [l, IZ - l] EX[ A]; therefore, by the 
induction hypothesis A is high. q 
Corollary 6.21. REC E [a, b] EX[A] ifs A is high. 
6.1.5. Omniscience for [a, b] BC( A / 
The question of when REC E [a, b] BC[A], much like the question of when 
REC E BC[ A], does not appear to have a clear answer. 
Theorem 6.22. The following are true. 
(i) For all high sets A, REC E [a, b] BC[ A]. 
(ii) There exists a low set A such that RECE[U, b] BC[A]. 
(iii) For any X such that 0“ <TX there exists a set G such that X <T G” and 
REC # [a, b] BC[ G]. 
(iv) ZfA is r.e. then RECE[~, b]BC[A] $8” <TA’. 
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Proof. (i) If A is high then, by Theorem 5.1, RECEEX[A] c [a, b] BC[A]. 
(ii) Let A be the low set constructed in Theorem 5.18. For this A, 
RECeBC[A] E [a, b]BC[A]. 
(iii) By Lemma 5.4(ii), there is a set Y such that K dT Y and X @ 0” =T Y’ =T 
Y @ 8”. By Lemma 5.4(i), there is a l-generic set G such that G’ =_T G 0 K =T Y. So 
X <r X 0 0” E G”. Assume now that REC E [a, b] BC [ G]. Then by an easy modifi- 
cation of the proof of Corollary 4.20, REC E [a, b] BC[ G*]. This implies, by Corol- 
lary 6.7, that 0” GT G @ K and Y 3 T G @ K = T Y @ 0” = T Y’, a contradiction. Thus 
REC$[a, b]BC[G]. 
(iv) This was proven by Kummer and Stephan [18]. q 
6.2. EX”, EX*, BC”, and BC” -Allowing errors 
Definition 6.23. SE EX” (SE EX *) if there exists an IIM M such that for all f 6 S, when 
M is run on initial segments off, almost all the programs output are the same, and the 
function computed by that program differs from f on at most n numbers (on some 
finite set of numbers). 
The definitions of BP and BC* look similar to those of EX” and EX” but are 
actually quite different. 
Definition 6.24. SE BC” (SE BC*) if there exists an IIM M such that for all f~ S, when 
M is run on initial segments off, almost all the programs output compute functions 
that differ from f on at most n numbers (on some finite set of numbers). 
Note 6.25. Assume SE BC” via M and f~ S. If f is fed into M then the programs 
output in the limit may compute different functions, differing from f at different sets of 
n numbers. For SE BC* the situation is worse-the programs output in the limit may 
be computing different functions, differing from f at different finite sets, perhaps even 
larger and larger finite sets. In fact, BC*-inference is so powerful that RECE BC* 
(see Note 2.21 or see Harrington’s proof in [6]). 
Note 6.26. Assume SE EX* via IIM M. We can adjust the IIM M so that if qe is the 
program output in the limit and x is a number such that q,(x) #f(x) then (p,,(x)T . 
First, let u be the total recursive function defined by 
“(‘, (‘o,. .’ ,‘,))‘x’ = 
i 
ai if x = i < s, 
~ (x) 
e 
otherwise. 
We adjust M as follows. If M((f(O), . . . ,f(s))) = e, then compute, for all x < s, the 
value (Pi, s(x). If none of them converge and differ from f then output e. If any of them 
converge and differ from f then output u(e, (f(O), . . . ,f(a))) where a = max{ i:i G s 
and f(i) z v,,,(i) 1 >. 
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Definition 6.27. If f is a function then the cylindrijication off is the function 
f”(( x, y)) =f(x). Let S G REC. Then the cylindriJication of S is s” = {f”:f~S). 
Fact 6.28. The following hold for all n, A. 
(i) Zf SEBC”[A] then SEBC[A]. 
(ii) Zf S”EBC’“[A*] then SEBC[A*]. 
(iii) If L?EEX*[A] then SeEX[A]. 
(iv) If SEEX*[A*] then SeEX[A*]. 
(v) For ZE{EX[A], EX[A*], BC[A], BC[A*]}, and for any Ss REC, 
SE I =j S”E I. (This is obvious so its proof is omitted.) 
(vi) For any notizof inference I discussed in this paper, if REC E I then R%E I. 
(This follows from REC c REC.) 
Proof. (i) Let MA be a machine that BC”[ Al-infers g We BC[ Al-infer S as follows. 
Upon seeing initial segment c of geS we construct an initial segment z of the 
corresponding f E s” that is as long (and contiguous) as possible given 0. Compute 
MA(s) = e. Output the index of a function that does the following: On input x com- 
pute cp,((x, i)) for i = 0, 1, . . . until n + 1 of them converge and agree, and then 
output that value. 
(ii) The proof of(i) also works for BC”[A*]. 
(iii) Let MA be a machine that EX* [ Al-infers $ By Note 6.26 we can assume that 
for all fEs”, when MA tries to infer f it produces (in the limit) a program that only 
differs from f by diverging. We EX [ Al-infer S as follows. Upon seeing initial segment 
0 of g E S we construct an initial segment z of the corresponding f E s that is as long 
(and contiguous) as possible given 0. Compute MA(z) = e. Output the index of 
a function that does the following: On input x compute cp,((x, i)) for i = 0, 1, . . . 
until one of them converges, and then output that value. 
(iv) The proof of (iii) also works for EX * [ A*]. 0 
Recall that 9(A) means that either A is recursive or A <T K and is in a l-generic 
degree. 
Theorem 6.29. The following hold for all n, A. 
(i) EX”[A] = EX” ifsEX*[A] = EX* ifs%(A). 
(ii) EX”[A*] = EX” ifSEX*[A*] = EX* iffBC”[Aw] = BC” iff A GTK. 
(iii) RECEEX”[A] iflRECEEX*[A] ifS@“GTA’. 
(iv) RECEEX”[A*] @RECEEX*[A*] iflRECEBC”[A*] ifffsB”<TA@K. 
(v) RECEBCCA] ~~RECEBC”[A]. 
(vi) For all A, RECEBC*[A] = BC*[A*] = BC*. 
Proof. The results about when EX”[ A] and EX* [ A] are trivial and *-trivial, and 
when BC”[A] is *-trivial, are obtained as follows. By a simple modification of the 
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proof of Lemmas 4.19 and 4.9 we have the following: 
g(A) * (EX”[A] = EX” and EX*[A] = EX*), 
A drK * (EX”[A*] = EX” and EX*[A*] = EX* 
and BC”[A *] = BP). 
W show that 
19(A) * (EX”[A] # EX” and EX*[A] # EX*), 
A &K * (EX”[A*] # EX” and EX*[A*] # EX* 
and BC”[A*] # BC”). 
If ‘3(A) does not hold then, by Theorem 4.1, there exists SEEX[A] - EX. By Fact 
6.28 (parts (iii) and (v), SE EX[A] - EX*. Hence EX* [A] # EX* and 
EX”[A] # EX”. The proof for A &K is similar. 
The results about omniscience and *-omniscience (except those for BC*) are 
obtained as follows. By Theorems 5.1, 5.7, and EX*[A] E BC[A] E BC”[A] we 
have the following: 
~“GTA’ 3 RECEEX[A] G EX”[A] G EX*[A], 
~“GTA@K =s RECEEX[A*] E EX”[A*] G EX*[A*] G BC”[A*], 
RECEBC[A] =z- RECEBC”[A]. 
By Fact 6.28 (parts (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and (vi)) have the following: 
RECeEX*[A*] = R%EEX*[A*]=+RECEEX[A*] 
=>~‘+AoK, 
RECEEX*[A]*R%EEX*[A]+RECEEX[A]==~”+A’, 
RECEBC”[A*] +R~EBC”[A*] =sRECEBC[A*] 
=>~‘+AoK, 
RECEBC”[A] =R~EBC”[A] +RECEBC[A]. 
By Note 2.21 (or see Harrington’s proof in [IS]), RECEBC*. Hence, for all A, 
RECEBC* = BC*[A*] = BC*[A]. 0 
It is open to determine, for which A, BC”[ A] = BC”. By a modification of the proof 
of Theorem 4.1 (or see [18]) one can show that BCn[A] = BC” = S’(A). The difficulty 
in establishing the converse is that the proof of Lemma 4.20 does not seem to apply 
to BC”. 
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6.3. EX,, - Bounding mind changes 
Definition 6.30. SE EX, if there exists an IIM M such that for all f~s, M EX- 
identifies f; and changes its guess about the function at most n times. (Formally, we 
allow an IIM to guess 0 which means ‘no guess at this time’ and do not count the first 
real guess as a mind change.) 
Note 6.31. Let TI , T, be the sets from Example 2.26. Clearly TI E RX,, [A [64]]. Using 
binary search T, EEX, [A[6]]. (Actually TI E EXO since 1 T, 1 is finite.) Clearly 
T,EEX~[A*]. 
We show that, for nE N, both the EX,-degrees and the EX,*-degrees are identical 
to the Turing degrees. As corollaries we obtain that, for all A, (1) EX,[A] = EX, iff 
A is recursive, (2) REC $ EX,[A], (3) EX,[ A *] = EX, iff A is recursive, and 
(4) REC$EX,[A*]. 
We prove a lemma about when a certain set of functions can be in [a, b] EXz[ B]. 
As a corollary we obtain information about how EXI, and EX,[ B] compare. We will 
use the full strength of this lemma in Section 6.5. 
Lemma 6.32. Let Sk = (O* l* . . . (p - l)*p”: p < k}. 
(i) 1fa(k + 1) < b(m + 1) then &~[a, b] EX,. 
(ii) ZfS,E[a,b]EX*[B] via Mf,. . . , Mf and (Vi #j)(Vo, z)[Mf(o) # My(z)] 
(the machines can easily be modified to make this true) then there exists o E 0* 1* . . k* 
such that the total number of guesses made by the team while being fed o is at least 
a(k + 1). 
(iii) 1fS,~[a, b]EXz[B] then a(k + 1) < b(m + 1). 
Proof. We will assume throughout the proof that a divides b. The modifications 
needed for the case where a does not divide b are easy. 
(i) Assume that a(k + 1) < b(m + l), so 
k<bm+b-1 
a a 
For 1 < i < b/a let 
T = {()*I*. . . (p - l)*p”: (i - 1)m + i - 1 < p < im + i - l}. 
Clearly each z is in EX, and Sk G up”, K. Hence Sk E [a, b] EX, by a team of 
b machines which consist of b/a groups of a machines each where the ith group of 
machines are all EX, machines for K. 
(ii) Let 
W(o) = {i: (32 < a)(3J C (1, . . , b}, IJI = a)(Vj~J)Cv,tqc, =*~xCill}. 
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We construct a sequence of strings as follows. Let o_1 be the empty string. Let 
s < k - 1. Inductively assume o,~0* 1* . . . s*. Let 
i,, 1 = pi[s + 1 E W(o;(s + l)i)] (such i exists since b,(s + l)W~Sk), 
OS+1 = b,.(S + 1) is+ I . 
Let c7 = ck. When MT, . . . , Mf are fed 0 we obtain a different indices for functions 
that are =* ,lx[p] for every p, 0 < p d k. Hence we obtain at least a(k + 1) different 
indices. 
(iii) Assume SkE[a, b]EXz via MT, . . . , Mf. We may assume that, for all 0, i, 
when MB is fed r~ it makes d m + 1 guesses; hence the total number of guesses made 
by the team while inferring any function is at most b(m + 1). Let g be obtained by 
applying part (ii) to Mf, . . . , Mf. The function f = ak” is in Sk. When Mf, . . . , Mf 
tries to infer f there are at least a(k + 1) guesses generated. Hence 
a(k + 1) d b(m + 1). 0 
Corollary 6.33. If EX, E EX,[B] then k d m 
Proof. By Lemma 6.32(i), with a = b = 1 and m = k, Sk EEX,,. By the hypothesis 
Sk E EX, [ B]. By Lemma 6.32(iii), we obtain k < m. 0 
The next lemma deals with the Turing degrees. It uses the material on bounded 
queries discussed in Definitions 4.2, 4.3, and Propositions 4.6. 
Lemma 6.34. ZfEX,[A[n + 111 & EX,[Bl then A <TB. 
Proof. Let S be 
{(xi,. . . ,x,+l)d”: i = NUM(F~+I(xl,. . . , x,+~)) and ae(N - ii})*}. 
Clearly SE EXo[A[n + l]]. Assume SEEX,[B] via MB. We show that Ff, I is 
(n + 1)-enumerable-in-B. By Proposition 4.6 this shows A dTB. 
The enumeration is achieved by trying to construct a function not inferred by MB. 
While constructing it we find information about A that leads to possibilities for 
F,A+,(x,, . . ,-G+I). 
Given x1, . . . , x,+i we enumerate possibilities as follows. 
ENUMERATION 
Stage 0. Let 0 be such that o(O) = (x1, . . , x,+ 1 ) and (Vi > O)[o(i) is undefined]. 
We assume MB(o) = 0 (not a real guess). Set P: = (0, l}“+ ‘. (P stands for Possibilities 
for F{+I(~l,. . , x, + 1 ).) Set CG = 0 (CG stands for Current Guess). 
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Stage s + 1. Search for z E P, NE IV, t E N, b E N such that the following hold. (In 
what follows (T. NUMB denotes the concatenation of 0 and (NVM(T))~.) 
(i) b$range(o) and b > 2”+l, 
(ii) MB(a. NUMB) # CC, and 
(“’ 111) (PMB(o. NUMB), f (lo. NUM(z)NI) 1 # b. 
(We will later show that during stage s = 1 this search must terminate. For stages 
s > 1 this search need not terminate.) 
If such r, N, t, b are found then do the following. 
(i) Set CC = MB(o. NU!vf(z)N). 
(ii) Set c:= a.NZJM(z)N,b. 
(iii) Enumerate z. 
(iv) P:= P - {z> 
(v) Ifs + 1 = n + 1 then halt, else go to stage s + 2. 
END of ENUMERATION 
If stage s > 1 terminates, then when it does so we enumerate the sth possibility, 
force the (s - 1)th mind change, and make the sth guess incorrect. Since we never 
allow the stage number to be n + 2, at most n + 1 possibilities are enumerated. We 
show that one of them is r = Ft+i(xi, . , x,+ 1). 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that r is not enumerated. Let (x1, . . , x,+ 1 )o 
be the finite function produced at the end of the enumeration. (Note that whether or 
not stage n+l is reached a finite 0 is constructed.) Let 
f= <xi> . . . > A+I >o.WJM(~)Y and let i = NUM(z). We show that fes. Note 
thatf(O)= (xi,. . ,x,+~ ) and f = * Ax [i]. The elements in the range of c are either 
numbers b > 2” or numbers of the form NUM(z’) where z’ # z. Hence o does not have 
i in its range. Therefore f-s S. Hence f is inferred by MB. We obtain a contradiction by 
showing that MB does not infer f1 There are two cases. 
Case 1: there exists a stage s that does not terminate. Let CC be as at the beginning 
of stage s. By the actions taken at stage s - I either CC = 0 or (3x)[qDCG(x) # o(x)]. 
In either case CC is not the index of any function that has initial segment cr. Since stage 
s does not terminate and rep, for every NE lV either MB(a. NUMB) = CC or 
(PMMB(,,.NUMCr)N) is not total. Hence MB does not infer j 
Case 2: stage n + 1 is reached and terminates. If MB tries to infer any function that 
begins with cr then before MB has seen all of cr, MB has already made n mind changes. 
Let CC be as at the end of stage n + 1. Note that CC is the final guess that MB makes 
and that (3x)[q,,(x) # o(x)]. Hence MB cannot infer any function that begins 
with c. In particular MB cannot infer f: 0 
Note 6.35. Using Note 4.7(ii) Lemma 6.34 can be strengthened to show that if 
EX,[A[n]] s EX,n_2[B] then A <r B. The result is optimal since there exist 
nonrecursive sets A such that EXO [ A [n]] s EXzn_ 1 (any nonrecursive r.e. set A will 
suffice). 
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Theorem 6.36. EX,[A] G EX,[B] iffEX,[A*] G EX,[B*] iflrn < n and A GOB. 
Proof. If EX,[A] c EX,[B] or EX,[A*] G EX,[B*], then EX, G EX,[B] and 
EX,[A[n + l]] G EX,[ B]. By Lemma 6.33, m d n, and by Lemma 6.34, A <T B. 
Clearly if rn< n and A GTB then EX,[A] c EX,[B] and EX,[A*] c 
EX,[B*]. 0 
Corollary 6.37. For all n, A the following hold. 
(i) EX, = EX,[ A] @A is recursive. 
(ii) EX, = EX,[A *] iff A is recursive. 
(iii) REC#EX,[A]. 
(iv) REC$EX,[A*]. 
6.4. PEX- Guesses are total 
Definition 6.38. SE PEX if SE EX via an IIM that, on any input, outputs an index to 
a total function. SEPEX[A] if SeEX[A] via MA such that, on any input, MA 
outputs a total function. Note that if SEPEX[A] via MA then (tlo~N*)[q,~(,, is 
total], but if A # B then there could exist a o such that (P,,,B(~) is not total. 
Lemma 6.39. The following hold for all A. 
(i) PEX[A] = PEX[A*]. 
(ii) SE PEX [ A] iff there exists h GT A such that 
Proof. (i) Let SE PEX[A]. Adjust the machine so that it never changes its mind 
unless it sees a mistake (this is possible since all guesses are total). Such a machine will 
only need to query the oracle a finite number of times. 
(ii) Let SE PEX [ A] via MA. Let code be a recursive bijection from N to N *. Let 
h(i) = MA(code(i)). Clearly 
SE {qh(i): iEN) c REC. 
Let S C_ { (Ph(i) : i E N} c REC where h dT A. SE PEX[A] by a machine which 
outputs h(i) where i is the smallest number such that (Ph(i) is consistent with the input. 
Consistency can be checked since all the (Ph(i) are total recursive. 0 
Not much is known about when PEX[A] = PEX. The next theorem shows that 
there are nonrecursive sets for which this occurs. 
Theorem 6.40. If A d r K or A is in a hyperimmune-free degree then PEX[ A] = PEX. 
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Proof. We show that PEX [ K] = PEX: use an approximation to K and incorporate 
the approximation being used into the index so that if an answer is ever discovered to 
be wrong then the function becomes a function that is almost always zero (we need to 
do this to make sure that the function output is total). Since PEX[K] = PEX we 
have, for any A d T K, PEX [ A] = PEX. 
Let A be in a hyperimmune-free degree, let SEPEX[A], and let h be as in Lemma 
6.39(ii). Recall that, since A is in a hyperimmune-free degree, for every f < T A there is 
a recursive function g such that (Vx)[f(x) < g(x)]. 
Let f be defined by f(n) = max{ @,,(i)(j): 0 < i,j < r~}. Since fGT A there exists 
a recursive g such that (Vx)[f (x) < g(x)]. Let h’ be defined as follows. 
if @i(j) Q S(i + j), 
otherwise. 
Clearly {(oh: i~fV) E ((Ph’(i): HEN}, and hence SEPEX. 0 
Since the hyperimmune-free degrees and the degrees that are GT K are very 
different from each other, yet both are PEX-trivial, we do not believe there is 
a degree-theoretic characterization of when PEX = PEX[A]. 
Theorem 6.41. RECEPEX[A] ifS@“<TAOK. 
Prod. IfRECEPEX[A] = PEX[A*] = PEX[A*] E EX[A*], then by Theorem 
5.7, 01, <=A@ K. 
If 8” Q T A @ K then, by Lemma 5.3, there is a recursive function h such that 
REC = {Cnh(i))iEN. By Lemma 6.39(ii), REC E PEX [ A]. 0 
6.5. Combinations 
In this subsection we examine the effect of combining mind changes, anomalies, and 
teams. When the number of mind changes is bounded the classes behave like EX,, if 
not then they behave like EX (or EC). 
The following six-part lemma, without oracles, was proven in [8]). The proofs with 
oracles are similar, hence they are omitted. 
Lemma 6.42. Let i be any number. 
(9 Cay blEX,CAI s EXZb~m+l~-2CAI. 
(ii) EX,m+,,,CAI c CL blEX,CAl. 
(iii) [a, blEX,CA*l E EX26~m+l~-2CA*1. 
(iv) ~=on+~pCA*l c CL blEX,CA*I. 
(v) [a, blEX,CACill _c EXZb~m+l~-ZCAC~ll. 
(vi) EX,m+mCAC~ll G Cl, blEX,CAC~ll. 
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The next fact is similar to Fact 6.28 and uses the set s” from Definition 6.27. The 
proof is similar to the proof of Fact 6.28, hence we omit it. 
Fact 6.43. The following hold for all a, b, m, n, A. 
(i) ZfSE[a, b]BC”[A] then SE[a, b]BC[A]. 
(ii) ZfS”E[a, b]BC”[A*] then SE[a, b]BC[A*]. 
(iii) Zf$E[a, b]EX*[A] then SE[a, b]EX[A]. 
(iv) JfSE[a, b]EX*[A*] then SE[~, b]EX[A*]. 
(v) IfSE[a,b]EX;[A] then s~[u,blEX,[A]. (The proofis similar to that of 
Fact 6.28(i).) 
(vi) IfS~[cz,blEXk[A*] thenSE[a,b]EX,[A*].(Theproofissimilar tothatof 
Fact 6.28(ii)).) 
(vii) Zf I is any of Cu, blEX,CAl, [a, blEX,CA*I, [a, blEX,CACill, 
[a,b]BC[A], [a,b]BC[A*], or [a,b]BC[A[i]], then for any SC REC, 
SGI*SEI. 
(viii) For any notion of inference I discussed in this paper, tf REC E I then Rx E I. 
Note 6.44. It is not the case that S”EEX~ - SEEX,. To see this take S = 
{f: cpsco, =*f > where _f is the cylindrification of f (i.e., f((x, y)) = x). Clearly, 
,??E EXS. One can show S I$ EX,, by a standard argument. Also note that the proof that 
S”EEX* + SE EX needed the fact that we could assume there were no convergent 
errors. The technique used to get rid of convergent errors makes the number of mind 
changes unbounded. 
Theorem 6.45. The following hold for all a, b, m, n, A. 
(i) REC$[a, b]EXz[A] (hence REC$[u, b]EX;[A], REC$ [a, b]EXz[A*], 
and REC#[a, b]EXi[A*]). 
(ii) RECE[a, b]EX”[A] ifs RECE[a, b]EX*[A] if RECE[a, b]EX ifs 
0” <r A’. 
(iii) RECE[U,~]EX”[A*] ifSRECE[u,b]EX*[A*] i#RECE[a,b]EX[A*] ifs 
@‘G~AOK. 
(iv) RECE[a, b]BC”[A] iffRECE[a, b]BC[A]. 
(v) RECE[a,b]BC”[A*] z~Y~“<~A@K. 
Proof. (i) This follows from Lemma 6.32. 
(ii) By Theorem 5.1, 
@“<rA’ * RECeEX[A] G [a,b]EX”[A] E [a,b]EX*[A]. 
By Fact 6.43 (parts (iii) and (viii)), 
RECE[u, b]EX”[A] c [a, b]EX*[A] * RxE[u, b]EX*[A] 
= RECE[a, b]EX[A]. 
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By Theorem 6.19, we have 0” ~r.4’. 
(iii) By Theorem 5.7, 
O”GTA@K * RECEEX[A*] G [a,b]EX”[A*] E [a,b]EX*[A*]. 
By Fact 6.43 (parts (iv) and (viii)), 
RECE[a, b]EX”[A*] c [a, b]EX*[A*] =z. R=E[a, b]EX*[A*] 
+ RECe[a, b]EX[A*]. 
By Theorem 6.4, 8” < r A 0 K. 
(iv) Clearly RECE [a, b]BC[A] = RECE [a, b]BC”[ A]. By Fact 6.43 (parts (i) 
and (viii)), 
RECE[a, b]BC”[A] = R%e[a, b]BC”[A] => RECE[~,~]BC[A]. 
(v) By Theorem 5.7, 0” < r A @ K +RECEEX[A*] G [a, b]BC”[A*]. By Fact 
6.43 (parts (ii) and (viii)), 
RECE[a,b]BC”[A*] * R%e[a, b]BC”[A] => RECE[~, b]BC[A]. 
By Theorem 6.6, 0” <r A @ K. 0 
Theorem 6.46. For all a, b, n, m, A the following hold. 
(i) [a, b]EX,[A] = [a, b]EX, ifs [a, b]EX,[A*] = [a, b]EX, ifl A is recur- 
sive. 
(ii) [a, b]EXi[A] = [a, b]EXL ifs [a, b]EXG[A *] = [a, b]EXL ifl A is recur- 
sive. 
(iii) [a, b]EX”[A] = [a, b]EXn ifs [a, b]EX*[A] = [a, b]EX* if%(A). 
(iv) [a, b]EX”[A*] = [a, b]EX” ifs [a, b]EX*[A*] = [a, b]EX* ifs 
[a, b]BC”[A*] = [a, b]BC” &‘-A dTK. 
Proof. (i) Clearly if A is recursive then all the equalities hold. Assume 
[a, b]EX,[A*] = [a, b]EX, or [a, b]EX,[A] = [a, b]EX,. Clearly 
EX,[A[2b(m + 1) - l]] E [a, b]EX,[A*] = [a, b]EX,. By Lemma 6.42 we 
know [a, b]EX,[A*] c EX2b(m+lI_2. Hence EX,[A[2b(m + 1) - l]] c 
EX 26(rnfl)-2. By Lemma 6.34, A is recursive. 
(ii) Clearly if A is recursive then all the equalities hold. Assume A is not recursive. 
By part (i) of this theorem there exists SE [a, b] EX, [ A*] - [a, b] EX,. By Fact 6.43 
(parts (v) and (vii)), $~[a, b]EX,[A*] - [a, b]EX”,. Hence [a, b]EX”, c [a, b] 
EX;[A], [a, b]EX;, c [a, b]EX;[A*]. 
(iii) and (iv) By a simple modification of the proofs of Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 we have 
the following: 
S(A) * ([a, b]EX”[A] = [a, b]EX”and [a, b]EX*[A] = [a, b]EX*), 
A dTK = ([a, b]EX”[A*] = [a, b]EX” and 
[a, b]EX*[A*] = [a, b]EX* 
and [a, b]BC”[A*] = [a, b]BC”). 
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We show that 
1 9(A) * ([a, b]EX”[A] # [a, b]EX” and [a, b]EX*[A] # [a, b]EX*). 
A &K * ([a, b]EX”[A*] # [a, b]EXn and [a, b]EX*[A*] f [a, b]EX* 
and [a, b]BC”[A*] # [a, b]BC”). 
If Q(A) does not hold then, by Theorem 6.3, there exists SE [a, b] EX [ A] - [a, b] EX. 
By Fact 6.43 (parts (iii), (viii)), S”E[U, b]EX[A] - [a, b]EX*. Hence 
[a,b]EX*[A] #[u,b]EX*and[u,b]EX”[A] #[u,b]EX”.TheproofforA&K 
is similar (using Theorem 6.2 and Fact 6.43 (parts (ii), (iii)). 0 
To prove results about when [a, b]EXz[A] = [a, b] EX: requires a different 
technique than that used for [a, b]EXz. 
Lemma 6.47. If [a, b]EX,[A[l]] E [a, b]EXz then A is recursive. 
Proof. We will assume throughout the proof that a divides b. The modifications 
needed for the case where a does not divide b are easy. 
Let k = (b/u)(m + 1) - 1. Let 
S = {eO* l* . . . (p - l)*p”: eE A @ A A 0 < p ,< k} u 
{eO*l* . . (p - l)*p”: e$A A 1 6 p < k + 1). 
For 1 < i < b/u let 
iy = {()*I*. . . (p - l)*p”: (i - 1)m + i - 1 < p d im + i - l}, 
Tj = {0* l* . . (p - l)*p”: i - 1)m + i < p < im + i). 
Clearly for 1 d i d b/u both T and T; are in EX,. If feS then 
b/a 
f(O)eA@A =s fe u Z, 
i=l 
b/a 
f(O)$A@A =+ fe u T;. 
i=l 
SE [a, b] EX,[A[l]] by a team of b machines which consist of b/u groups of 
a machines each where the ith group of machines are all machines that do the 
following: first ask tf(0) E A?‘, and if YES then use an inference machine for T, else use 
an inference machine for Ti. 
Let ,!? be the cylindrification of S as in Definition 6.27. Let a((~, y)) = o(x) 
for x < loI, (x, Y> < <loI, 0) and I4 = (IdO>. 
Since SE[U, b]EX,[A[l]], by Fact 6.43 (vii), .!?~[a, b]EX,[A[l]]. By the 
hypopthesis SE [a, b] EXZ. We assume SE [a, b] EXZ via M1, . . , Mb. We can 
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assume (Vi #J(V@, r)[Mi(o) # Mj(T)] and that no Mi ever generates more than 
m + 1 guesses. We show that A is recursive by showing that A @ A is r.e. Let N(5) 
denote the total number of legal guesses ( d b(m + 1)) that are made by M 1, . . , Mb 
on the initial segment 5. We claim 
SEA @A iff (3a)[o~eO*l* . . . k* A N(6) = a(k + l)]. 
Assume eeA@A. Let U, = {eO*l* . . (p - l)*p”: 0 6 p 6 k}. Since U, c S, we 
have 0, z $ so u”, is [a, b]EXz-inferred by the team. By a modification of the proof 
of Lemma 6.32(ii), there exists Oreo* . . . k* such that N(5) = a(k + 1). 
Assume there is a 0 ~e0*1*2* . . . k* such that N(5) = a(k + 1) = b(m + 1). Then if 
5 is fed to Ml, . . . , Mb there are b(m + 1) guesses generated, hence all b machines 
generate m + 1 guesses. Therefore for all f”such that 5 $1 for all i, 1 < i d b, M,(5) is 
the final guess that Mi outputs when trying to infer f Consider the cylindrification of 
V = {ok’(k + l)w: in N }. For every function f; f, we have d <f Also note that there 
are an infinite number of functions in v that are =* inequivalent. Hence there exists 
_?E P such that f” is not EX*-inferred by any of Ml, . . . , Mb. Hence f+! $ so f$ S. 
Since f~ V, f~eO*l* . . k*(k + 1)“. Since f#S we know that e F$ A @ 2. 0 
Corollary 6.48. If [a, b] EX$[A] = [a, b]EX; or [a, b]EX;[ A*] = [a, b] EX; 
then A is recursive. 
7. Conclusions and open problems 
Table 1 tells, for several notions of inference, when a set A will be trivial, *-trivial, 
omniscient, and *-omniscient (e.g., if the notion is EX then the table tells, for which A, 
EX[A] = EX, EX[A*] = EX, RECeEX[A], and RECeEX[A*]). The entries 
that are unknown are marked with subscripted U(A). If the same subscript is used in 
two places then we know the entries are the same, though we do not know what they 
are. All the results in the table are either from [23], [18], [l], or this paper. 
We have several open questions that we state as conjectures. 
(i) RECEBCCA] iff RECe[u, b]BC[A]. 
(ii) BC”[A] = BC” iff %(A). 
(iii) [a, b] BC”[A] = [a, b] BC” iff BC”[A] = BC. 
(iv) If A is n-r.e. then REC E BC [ A] iff 0” d T A’. (Open for n 2 2.) 
(v) If A is n-r.e. then RECE [a, b] BC[ A] iff @” <r A’. (Open for n 3 2.) 
There have been many variations on EX and BC in the inductive inference 
literature. Questions about the inference degrees that these definitions induce could be 
addressed. We discuss one such variation. Gasarch and Smith [12] have defined 
inference classes that allow the machine to ask questions about the function in 
a language L, denoted QEX[ L], QBC[ L], QiEX [ L], and QiBC[ L] (where i bounds 
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Table I 
TRIV *-TRIV OMNI *-OMNI 
PEX 
EX, 
EX 
EX” 
EX* 
BC 
BC” 
Ey L] EX: 
[a, b1E-Y; 
[a. blEX 
[a, b] EX” 
[a, b] EX* 
[a, blBC 
[a, b] BC” 
U,(A) 
A +0 
s(A) 
g(A) 
+?(A) 
g(A) 
u,(A) 
Always 
A ~~0 
A ~~0 
‘%A) 
Q(A) 
‘%A) 
Y(A) 
U,(A) 
0” <<TA 0 K 
Never 
8” QUA’ 
0” G~A’ 
0” G~A’ 
U,(A) 
Uz(A) 
Always 
Never 
Never 
0” &A’ 
0” G~A’ 
0” QUA’ 
U,(A) 
Us(A) 
O”STAOK 
Never 
B”<TA@K 
~“G~A@K 
0” < T A 0 K 
~“QTA@K 
0” B T A 0 K 
Always 
Never 
Never 
~“G~A@K 
~“G~AOK 
~“G~A@K 
0” <+A@ K 
0” <TA 8 K 
the number of alternations of quantifiers allowed.) It would be of interest to know (1) 
for which A does QEX [IS, < ] [ A] = QEX[ A] hold, and (2) for which A does 
REC E QEX [S, < ] [A] hold? 
%(A) means that either A is recursive or A d T K and A is in a l-generic degree. 
U4 and U5 may depend on the parameters a, b, n. 
We know more than what is in Table 1: 
(i) If A < T K or A is in a hyperimmune-free degree then Ui (A) holds. 
(ii) There are low sets A such that U,(A) and U,(A) hold. 
(iii) For all sets X there exists a set A such that X d T A” but neither U,(A) nor 
U,(A) holds. 
(iv) If A is r.e. then U,(A) iff U,(A) iff 0” <r A’. 
(v) U,(A) implies U,(A), and U,(A) implies 93(A). 
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